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Population explosions 
Oil-eating worms thrive in spill areas 
Arenieola Black Duck cove at the rim His studies showed that had lower hydro-carbon The study showed that in probably suffer heavy toxicity the speices comes appears to contain some 
Imarlna is a common carine of Chedabucto Bay supports the worm's casings'the content than the polluted heavy concentrations of oil casulties when the oil first back faster than any other enzymes that are capable of 
worm that looks almost the largest population of the excrement i  heaps at the sediment on which the many worms die or leave comes. But when species and has a population breaking the oil down, Dr. 
identical to its smaller worms he has ever seen in mouth of "its burrow-always animal fed. their burrows, so they weathering reduces the oil's explosion. Gordon said. 
terrestial cousin, the ear- the Maritimes. 
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burrower hasa areas when the tanker er  actually fed on the oil but its foresee the worms ever 
charachteristic that is Arrow sank in 1970 and it | Unstable air along the west [ body does absorb much of being deliberately planted 
arousing scientific interest remains heavily polluted [ coast will bring slightly [ the hydrocarbons in the to break down oil pollution. 
at the .Bedford Institue of with bunker C. [ better weather over the [ sediment i takes in. Arenicola marina and its 
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TankesinisterrS a , " ' In lulry" will defy 
evil 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
'The head of the Unionof 
British • Columbia Indian 
Chiefs told the West Coast 
oil ports inquiry Wednesday 
that oil supertankers are "a 
sinister evil with the 
potential to destroy our re- 
sources .  
George Manuel told the 
i~Aulry into the possible 
effects of coast oil ports that 
native people believe they 
own B.C., including the 
marine life, which he 
described as an integral 
part of Indian existence. 
Ifoil destroys our fish, are 
we expected to eat oil?" he 
asked. • 
Manuel called for greater 
autonomy for Band councils 
by which Indiana govern 
themselves. He said Indian 
undmployment of between 
57 and 82 per cent is a 
product of the fact that 
native culture does not pre- 
pare Indiana for the white 
man's wage conomy. 
Manuel said an oil pert 
would threaten, the 
traditional food gaihering 
(hunting and fishing) 
economy which underpins 
the native people's con- 
cop.riga of land ownership. 
Mam~p4, sbare~ a panes 
witli'~df'" re~ F~dl~, h i~aida 
"from: ~: : -~n Charlotte 
laknds,' Dm~las Sanders, a
UniverSity of B.C. law 
professor; and Michael 
Jackson, !special counsel to 
Thomas Berger during the 




federal secrecy order 
B•NTLEW DIGGS REAL  (CP) -- The 
head of the Quebec om- 
mission of inquiry into an 
illegal police break-in in 
1972 threatened Wednesday 
to make public secret 
RCMP documents against 
the wishes of federal 
SolictorGeneral Francis 
Fox. 
Jean Keable told Fox's 
lawyer, Rujean Paul, that 
the documents will be 
presented at the com- 
mission's public hearing to- 
day unless Fox supplies 
affidavits contesting the 
move by 10:00 a.m. EDT. 
Fox had already filed two 
affidavits with the com- 
mission objecting to the 
production of certain RCMP 
intelligence documents 
relating to the break-in on 
the grounds that national 
security might be threat- 
ened. 
Keable ruled last week the 
wording in theaffidavits did 
not prevent persons other 
than RCMP members from 
revealing the contents of the 
confidential papers, per- 
witting commission lawyers 
tovresent them. 
, Fox.,S lawye .rs.then asked 
• iu~uay !or a .he.Lay momer 
to allow me sodckur-genera| 
to p,r/~pare a new, anti 
.pgs~y more sweeping, set 
Ol  a l l lOavHs .  
'CAN'T WALT' 
jeopardizing the c~hi- 
mission's work schedule and 
~gt. Fernand Tanguay, who 
wrote the report, to produce 
an RCMP document on 
which he based it. But Paul 
objected, saying it might be 
covered by one of Fox's 
forthcoming affidavits. 
LETTER FROM CUBA 
Earlier, Tanguay and 
Det.-Sgt. Claude Marcotto f 
city police testified about 
their personal involvement 
in the breakin, conducted by 
a combined federal 
provincial and city police 
squad at t~  offices..of th.e 
~Agepee oe t'resse ,.lore au 
quenec. 
Tanguay's report says one 
of the goals of the raid was 
to hbtom a letter from Cuba 
to agency journalist Louise 
Vanffelac. 
Oil partner pulls out 
SEATTLE, Wash. -- The Kitimat oil pipeline 
proposal has lost the support of a major Minnesota 
refinery, whose spokesman say the firm is tired of 
delays and red tape. 
The Koch Refitting Co., which operates a 125,000- 
barrel-a-day refinery in Minneapolis, held a"sub- 
stantial interest," estimated atbetween 30 and 40 per 
cent in the Kitimat proposal. 
Company spokesman say they are abandoning the 
Kitimat plan in favor of a shorter pipeline in the 
Midwest. 
Shoresaid Koch has devised its own pipeline plan -- 
a 2g-inch, 200 mile-long line from Wood River, Ill., to 
Minn.eapolis with the ultimate capacity of 230,000 
na~ ,srre s a clay. 
The Illinois end of the line could be supplied by 
barge or pipeline out of Gulf Coast ports supplied by 
foreign cride of. The Kitimat line would ship Alaska oil 
from the West Coast o the Midwest and northern tier 
refineries. 
PCB a deadly poison 
says federal expert 
BY DoNNA VALLIERES nothing wrong wi~ letting 
HERALD STAFF WRITER the lmSlic know mat area is 
' A tqxic chem~ial found in confaminated.": " CanCel had .been. "more 
Porpoise-~-Harbour near that willLqg" to C~rate  
Prince Rupert may be as iifcleaning up "the PCB, 
deadly as DDT In terms of Gadner said, but Langer 
its lasting effect on the disagreed with that 
environment, Terrace statement. 
provincial court was told 
during the second day of a 
trial in which Canadian hearings 
MeanWhile, inquiry head 
Dr. Andrew Thompson was 
to fly to Ottawa today to 
confer with several cabinet 
officials about he timetable 
for his hearings. 
The inquiry is taking 
longer than first expected, 
and Thompson said federal 
officials want o discuss how 
far into 1978 it can be ex- 
pectt~d to ~o. It was sup- 
posed to fimsh by the end of 
this year. 
Thompson is to confer 
with Transport Minister 
Otto  Lang ,  F i sher ies  
Minister Romeo LeBlanc, 
and Justice Minister Ron 
Basford. 
David Power pratlees tightrope walkinl 
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:To prevent oil oil losses 
he would table the 
documents in the com- 
mision's possession unless 
his deadline was respected. 
His threat was tbe latest 
development in the sim- 
mering federal-provincial 
dispute over the com- 
mission's power to examine 
the RCMP papers. 
Keable's threat came 
after lawyer Paul insiMed 
that certain sections of a 
Montreal city police report 
on the break-in, tabled by 
the commission, should be 
marked out with a black 
pencil. . . 
Commission mwyer Jean- 
Pierre Lussier asked Det.- 
Cellulose Company faces 
pollution charges. 
Chris Garrett, a biologist 
for the Environmental 
Protection Service, testified 
as a Crown Witness and .an 
expert on the effects of the 
chemical,peluchlorinated 
b.~e?enyl (PCB) on aquatic 
PCN is "very persistent in 
the environment," Garrett 
explained and will ac- 
cummulate in organisms 
within the food chain. 
Garrett also testifited on 
the "excessive con- 
tamination" of Porpoise 
Harbour and cited teats 
which showed high PCB 
Three-year pipeline delay asked 
nesday, suggested the 
committee invite the 
professor and represen- 
tatives of. oil companies 
involved in the project o a 
hearing next week. 
Doscher estimated that up 
to 12 billion barrels of the 20 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- A 
p , reen i  
recommended Wednesday a 
three-year delay, in con- 
struction of a north?rn 
natural gas pipeline to 
prevent poss~le  future 
losses of Alaskan oil. 
Prof. Todd Descher of billion believed to be in the 
University of Southern reservoir could be 
California told a U.S. Senate recovered if vressure in the 
committee that current field is main]zined. 
plans for LelliQg naturalga~ LOSS PREDICTED 
tr0m.me t'ruoage ~ay tlelO "You will never recover 
mignz, even.ma.uy, p!~..y..ent as much oil from a reservoir 
pxtractionotup.mmx ore!on if you allq~v, thepqessure to
oarrem ot on xrom me ae~rease, ne ~la. . 
reserve, since early with- "xw.o miljor'o.u, comps.rues 
drawal of the gas would invmvea in me project, 
lower pressure in the British Petroleum and 
ARCO, believe they can 
recover 40 per cent of the oil 
in the reservoir, but Dos- 
cher said recovery under 
current plans would be 
closer to 25 per cent. 
The difference of opinion 
involves predictions of what 
will happen to the reservoir 
once pressure is lowered 
after gas is removed. 
The companies say a 
water layer beneath the oil 
and a natural ~as cap sitting 
on top Of the od will expand. 
Doscher predicts instead 
that a layer of oil-saturated 
natural gas, which is im- 
possible to extract, may 
develop on top of the oil 
layer. 
,'No one will know for at 
least two and perhaps five 
reserve. 
A three-year delay to 1986 
in starting construction m 
the Foothills Pipe Lin_ es Ltd. 
project o move Alaskan gas 
to the lower 48 states would 
allow time to study ways of 
preventing ~ off loss, he 
~ldscher 's  testimony, 
based on a study he recently 
eomplated for the Alaska 
government, is expected to 
result in an extra Senate 
ommittee hearing on 
recommendation for ap- 
proval of pipeline con- 
struction. 
Committee chairman 
Henry Jackson (Dem. 
Wash.), who had planned to 
wind up hearings Wed- 
fYeears from now how ef- 
ctive the expanding gas 
cap is in displacing crude 
oil, and therefore whether 
gas can be safely withdrawn 
from the reservoir without 
affecting the ultimate 
recovery of crude oil," h.e 
told the hearing. 
STUDY ADVOCATED 
He conceded his figures 
may be wrong, but said it 
would be better to study the 
matter thoroughly before 
buildin a pipeline thai 
might ~'n. out to be "'a 
smgge: ngly.., expensive 
wnlm e snan. 
.D.oscl ~. aiso .pred~ctl~d 
mat.p)] ..line.costs...wm .pe
much n nor man enner me 
feet ins1 md of the $1.04 
,~edicted by U.S. Energy 
cretary James 
Schlesinger. 
"It is most important to 
consider whether, even if 
early gas withdrawal from 
~e Prudhoe Bay field were 
not to jeopardize ultimate 
oil recovery, the con- 
struction of the pipeline and 
the delivery of North Slope 
gas is in the best interest of 
the.nation at this time," he 
told senators. "I submit hat 
it is not." 
John McMillian, chair- 
man of Alcan Pipeline Co., 
parent U.S. company on the 
~pe li~e project, said later at DnschurJs presentation 
Was too broad and im- 
precise. 
His company and Alaska 
s tat.~ had made .their own 
smams aria concmded that 
pumping pressure can be 
maintained with water 
injection, he said. 
R 
~resident of the California 
ublic Utilities Corn- 
mission, said the state fa- his state nor the North Slope 
vors the Alaska Highway oil companies should be 
proposal under terms et by required to help finance the 
Carter. The president's natural gas pipeline project. 
conditions require a western Carter in selecting the Alcan 
leg of the pipeline for ser- Pipeline Co. project 
ving California custom'ors recommended that the state 
as welias the recommended {~uarantee construction 
price of $1.45 per thousanci 
cubic feet for North Slope loans. 
natural gas. Gravel said the federal 
Senator Mike Gravel government should 
(Dem. Alaska) said neither guarantee the , loans. 
,.levels in that area. 
Another witness testified 
that there is no PCB level 
. that;iS st~e .for: aq.smtic.life. 
Otto Lan]ger, a biologist 
with the federal government 
and currently in charge of a 
water contamination study 
for the Environmental 
Protection Service, stated 
that even one molecule 
could cause damage. 
"All PCBs relea~,d in the 
environmnet are 
damaging," he said. 
Langer said that all forms 
Of~CB will eventually he 
phased out by the federal 
government. Already all 
non-essential uses of the 
chemical have been banned 
by law, he stated,. 
When cross examined 
about different findings by 
independent researcher~ 
taking samples from the 
area, Langer testified other 
researchers may have 
missed areas of con- 
tamination. This would 
account for CanCers 
statements that there were 
only 12 parts per million 
while Langer released 
figures of 50,000 to 100,00 
parts per million earlier this 
summer. 
Results in June found 
that PCB levels in Porpoise 
Harbour had reached 76,000 
parts per million and it was 
discovered the chemical bad 
beenip, dispersed, he said. 
Defense council for 
CanCel Robert Gardenr 
accuse Langer of taking a 
"crusading view" and of 
prejudicing the court by 
maxing statements con- 
cerning PCB levels but 
[,anger defended his ac- 
tions. 
"It is the public's 
resource," he stated. "I see' 
Alderman errea in saying 
Terrace would t,ave to pay costs 
Aid. Vic Jolliffe lashed out area" council will end up However, LOw Wat- 
at increasing regional costs with costs incurred by these mough, regional director for 
that could be shouldered by studies,"Jolliffe said. the Thornhill region, ex- 
the municipality should Terrace pays "a chunk" plained that who is going to 
Terrace • extend it- to adminster the region and pay for the study is un- 
sboundaries to include isl~etting very little out of it, decided at this point. 
outlying areas, stud the Terrace alderman At an earlier regional 
Jolliffe referred • to who is also a direcotr on the board meeting. Watmough 
recently at Tuesday's regional board, asked the board's approval 
district council meeting Jolliffe pointed to do the study and also to 
supported porjects in specifically to the Thornhill write a letter to the ministry 
regional areas which in- study which would weigh of municipal affairs to in- 
clude firefighting facilitiqs the pros . a)fd cons of vestiaget the possibility of 
north of Terrace bout,- organizing tha~ area. declaring Thornhill a 
When questioned as to developing area. 
whether "we're paying for In an affirmative r ply is 
the Thornhill study" which received from the prowncial 
could close the door on government, " he cit~zens of
daries, the study in Stewart 
on boasting that town's 
economy and a proposed 
study to determine what 
direction the unorganized 
area of Thomhill will take. 
However, he added that if 
Victoria does not approve 
that study, the regional 
district will pay the cost. 
The same is true of the 
water supply now being 
done in Thornhill, Wat- 
mough explained. If the 
question of a water system 
is taken to referendum and 
it's turned own the regional 
district will pay the cost, but 
if ir gets approval, the 
people getting the service 
wiilpick up the cost. 
Jolliffe received council's 
"if you take over the 
Thornhill amalgamting with 
Terrac, Jolliffe replied, 
"that's right." 
Thornhiil" will hear the cost 
of the study, Watmoungh 
said, 
support in writing the 
regional board to initiate a 
joint Terrace-Thornhill 
study on amalgamation f 
the two areas. 
Porpoise Harbour is 
considered an estuary of the 
Skesns River, Langer said, 
and the entire area is "a 
very important and 
essential nursery ground for 
fish" and "very sensitive to 
pollutants." 
LaMer said he considered 
PCB levels 1,000 parts per 
million dangerous. 
"Ten parts per million is 
extremely contaminated", 
he said. 
Langer sited examples of 
fish sampled from the 
Fraser River which con- 
tsinod two parts per million, 
the maximum allowable 
concentration for human 
consumption. 
Although e admitted that 
Porpoise Harbour was a 
~. "harsh environment" and 
that only Small crustaceans 
live ther, Lauger stated that 
thelower animals would fee 
on the contaminated food 
sources and would be in turn 
be eaten by fish swimming 
throu[Jh the area. 
Chris Garrett, the 
biologist who testifies 
earlier Wednesday, stated 
that PCB may not be 
detectable in the water, but 
aquatic life could still retain 
me sunscance oecause m 
sating contaminated plants 
and animals. 
Effects on aqautic life 
exposed to PCB could in- 
clude behavioural effects, 
reproductive impairment, 
and an increased suscep- 
tibility to disease, all of 
these resulting in the 
organism's decreased 
~billty to survive, Garrettt 
said. 
Defense council at- 
tempted to bring in 
researehpertaining to 
bacteria whichbreaks down 
PCB, but Garrett stated this 
may only to a certain extent 
over along period of time. 
Yesterday was the second 
day of the trial in which 
CanCel faces maximum 
fines of $55,000if ocnvicted of 
charges relating to the toxic 
chemicals released in the 
harbour. 
Charges were laid 
following the alleged escape 
of PCB from CanCl's pulp 
mill log pond through a roof 
drain following atrnsformer 
explosion last January. 
The trial continues today 
with one more Crown wit- 
hess and defense witnessess 
testifying. 
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But nobody knows why Pipeline demand 
Smokers risk abortion study shows New CP Air 
' - r u n  BOSTON (AP) -- Women chances of having full preg- babies of women who smoke The researchers are not 
who smoke during nancies with normal are smaller' than normal sure why women who smoke 
pregnancy are nearly twice childbirth. 
as ,able as nonsmokers to This study, conducted at and more likely to die at have more spontaneous 
birth, abortions, but they said 
lose their babies through New York's Columbia A report on the latest there are two main theories. 
spontaneous abortion, ~ University, adds anothe~ ~tudy was published ir. 0neis that smoking women 
s~udy says. argument o the growing today's issue of the New eat less than non-smokers. 
'Die researchers recom- case against smoking England Journal of The other is that fetuses of 
me~ded that women ~ive uv during pregnancy. Earlier Medicine. 
smoking to increas~ theft" studies have shown that 
No assault on convict 
Prison guards acquitted 
NEW WESTMINSTER. oner at the federal in- 
B.C. (CP)  -- Two British stitution Jan. 6. 
C o 1 u m Victor Albert Tupper and 
guards were found not guilty Stephen John Lowry were 
Wednesday in provincial charged with assault 
court ot assaulting a.pris- causing bodily harm after a 
complaint from prisoner 
Renald Miller, who is ser- ,or armod 
In his judgment Wed- head .da ,  Judge J. K. Shaw dismissed the story told to 
the court by Miller as "a named complete fabrication con- 
cocted for the purpose of 
feeding his own publicity- 
seeking ego." 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Miller had told the court John Stager, a university of 
British Columbia professor, earlier that he requested to 
has been named president of 
a newiyformed association 
set..up to |oster stqdies, 
u;mn.lng ana researon in 
normern Canaaa. 
Stager, assistant dean of 
arts and professor of 
geography at UBC, is head 
of the Otawabased 0fqpn-- 
,O!ON OF Canadian 
Universities for Northern 
Studies, a federation of 25 
universities interested ir 
development of the north. 
The association said in a 
statement Tuesday it wants 
to deepen relations between 
residents, organizations and 
governments in the north 
and those of southern 
Canada and ether counlries. 
"The association attaches 
particular importance tc 
developing close relations 
with northern residents and 
to encouraging some {rained 
scientists to remain in the 
north rather than to com- 
mute ther~f.qr the s qm~er 
i field seasb~i as ,q~,eus- 
tomary, and urges greater 
use of young native 
residents as scientific 
assistants," the statement 
said. 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
l~ceeial mediator Clive 
Kee, appointed b~, Labor 
Minister A~lan Williams to 
try and settle the six-day 
ferry workers strike in 
'British Columbia, met 
Wednesday with both sides 
"in the dispute at the B.C. 
Labor Relations Board 
(LRB). 
The LRB was also ex- 
Cted to hear an appeal 
dnesday by the B.C. 
• Ferry Corporation for a 
detailed and formal order 
against he B.C. Ferry and 
.Marine Workers' Union, 
which shut down the 26- 
vessel ferry fleet at mid- 
night Thursday night. 
Matt Brown, union vice- 
presidnt, said the union, 
which had defied a baek-to- 
work order from the LRB 
and a government-imposed 
90-day cooling-off period, 
would only return to work 
under a formal agreement. 
The agreement would 
have to guarantee that there 
would  be no fines or court 
action of any kind against 
the union or its 2,-600 
members. 
see the prison doctor Jan. 6. 
He said he wished the doctor 
to come to his ceil  to witness 
the deplorable living con- 
ditions in which he was 
forced to live. 
He said the guards told 
him he would have to go out 
of his cell to see the doctor, 
but he refused. 
Miller said several 
guards, including Tupper 
and Lowry, then enteredthe 
cell and beat and kicked him 
into submission and carried 
him bodily to the doctor. 
SAID HE WAS KICKED 
He said he was thrown on 
the floor at the feet• of the 
doctor where the guards 
Rupert firm 
gets contract 
A Prince Rupert firm, 
Rupert Contractors, Ltd., 
has been awarded a con- 
tract worth $42,000 for Cow 
Bay wharf repairs, Prince 
Rupert, C.C., it was an- 
nounced today by the 
Honourable lona Cam- 
pagnolo, M.P. for Skeena, 
on behalf of Public Works 
Minister, the Hooourable 
Judd Buchanan. 
The successful firm 
submitted the lowest of two 
bids in res~nse to a public 
call for tenders. The highest 
bid was $68,737.00, received 
from Bengal Construction 
Company, Ltd., Burbaby, 
B.C. 
,=,TI}|s contract, which 
"~overs labourp~ hiatlwial~ 
and installation costs, 
should be' completed by 
February 23,1978, explained 
Cam~agnolo. "The actual 
repairs will take about two 
Ferry mediator  alks 
with workers, bosses 
Under the Labor Code, the 
ferry workers face fines of 
up to $1,000 each and their 
union $10,000 for remaining 
off the job. 
CABINET MET 
The ferry dispute was also 
expected to come up at the 
regular weekly cabinet 
meeting Wednesday in 
Victoria, but Transportation 
Minister Jack Davis, the 
acting ferry corporation 
chairman, said he was not 
prepared to comment on 
what steps the government 
was going to take. 
Davis said the corvoration 
has been getting "several 
kinds of advice and we are 
in the process of sorting out 
the different legal advice we 
are getting." 
Williams said, as a last re- 
sort, the government is pre- 
pared to legislate a set- 
tiement. 
"We did it last year with 
the hospitals ... I don't think 
that would happen, but if 
you want to play out the 
whole senario, that is one 
route we could go," said the 
minister. 
Williams said he believes 
that when the union 
months, but approximately 
another two months time is 
being allowed for the con- 
tractor to gather .the 
necessary materials." 
Repair work will be 
carried out on the super- 
structure of the approach to 
the wharf, which is 100 feet 
long by 16 feet wide, and will 
include reconstruction of the 
wharf head, which is 30 feet 
long and 30 feet wide. Aging 
decks will be replaced with 
new timbers,-but pilings on 
which the deck rests are 
sound and will not be 
replaced. Partial service for 
ppedestrians and com- 
mercial fishermen will be 
maintained,-, d.uring.~.6l~r 
work. 
The project manager is 
Mr. A. Marr of the Pacific 
Regional office of Public 
Works Canada. 
recognizes the personality. 
and experience ofMcKee, it 
will obey the back-towork 
order. 
McKee's appointment, 
under section 17 of the 
Railway and Ferries 
Bargaining Assistance Act, 
is for 45 days, but can be 
extended beyond that time. 
ay.report back 
If McKee is unable to 
bring about a settlement 
soon, he can report back to 
Williams recommending 
action to create a set- 
tleme,R, Williams said. 
Me'.nwhile, union 
~ esident Shirley athieson, blamed the 
failure of the union and the 
corporation o come to an 
agreement, on poor 
negotiating by the cor- 
poration. 
She accused Ted Stanley, 
chief negotiator for the 
corporation, of being a 
landlubber. 
"Then he hired an 
assistant from INCO (In- 
ternational Nickel Co.) back 
east, who didn't know any 
more about ships than he 
did," Mrs. Mathieson said 
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continued to kick him for 
about one minute until or- 
dered to stop by the doctor. 
Testimony by guards and 
a prison nurse sa=d only the 
mtnimum amount of force 
necessary to get Miller to 
the doctor was used and that 
he was never punched or 
kicked by tbe g/~.rds. . 
Tne nurse anu me guaros 
testified that Miller was 
carried to the doctor bodily, 
but was presented to him 
standing on his feet. She 
said he was not kicked by 
the guards. 
Similar charges against 
guards Gerald Dale 
Wolol:off and Lothar werk 
were dropped 
smoking women do not get 
enough oxygen. Non-stop jet service In a news release, the firm tivity, The company.already 
COMPARE HABITS between Edmonton and said the non-stop flights, to runs adaily service between 
Researchers compared Whitehorse • will be run daily except Saturday the two cities, with stops in 
the smoking habits of 574 inaugurated Oct. 31, CP and Sunday, are being between. 
women who aborted Air s Kitimat manager started to meet anticipated A Boeing 737 jet will leave 
spontaneously withthoseof Peter Chettle announced demand from the Alcan Edmontonat2p.m, Monday 
320 who delivered after full today. Pipeline and related ac- through Friday, arriving at 
pregnancies. Whitehorse at 3:25 p.m. 
They found that 41 per What's happening ? local time. The southbound cent of the women WhO flight will leave Whitehorse 
aborted were smokers, at 8:30 p.m. arriving at 
compared with 28 per cent of Edmonton at 11:45 p.m. to 
the women who had normal Today-The northwest alcohol and drug council has connect with the eompanys 
pregnancies, transcontienetal services 
its monthly meeting at 3:30 p.m. in the board room at leaving Edmonton. The new 
Cross-multiplying figures 4554 Lazelle Ave. All interested, welcome, service makes tran. 
for the number of women in Saturday-The Kermode Friendship Centre holds its both groups who smoked scontinental, same-day 
and did not smoke, the '$I,000 Giant Bingo at the Arena Banquet Room service possible between 
researchers calculated an starting at 8 p.m. An early bird game will begin at Whitehorse and Winnipeg, 
"odds ratio" of 1.8 for "the 7:30 p.m. Toronto, and Montreal and 
• highly significant associ. The Terrace Concert Association is having an open Ottawa. 
ation with smoking." They ticket selling day at three locations, the Terrace Co- The company' feels the 
passengers taking the non- said that meant [ womah op, the mall and l ibrary all day. 
who smoked was 1.8 times stop service will allow more 
as likely, to  have a spqn-' Tuesday-The northwest national exhibition centre, available seats for the 
mneous anonion as one wno in Hazelton, is showing Wild Streaberries, a classic shuttle service which also 
did not. filmaboutamancomingofageonhisjumfleeyearas stops at Watson Lake, Fort 
The researchers found no a doctor. Directed by Ingmar Bergman. Nelson, Fort St. John, 
link between the risk of Thursday.TheB.C. Teacher's district association is Dawson Creek and Grande 
Prairie. spontaneous abortion and having its annual general meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Since most of these points 
the number of cigarettes Terrace Hotel Skeena Room. 
smoked. However, they said are staging areas for the 
they may not have ex- The Daily Herald will give free listings in this pipeline, the company has 
amined enough.women to column for non-profit community events. Phone Stu already been feeling in- 
discover such a pattern. Deuklow at 635-6367 after 2 p.m. Wednesdays. creased emands. 
ON SALE NOW. 
TWO NEW CANADA 
SAVINGS BONDS. 
hi the gn'eat raditi.n of Canllda Sat'trigs 
BIIIIILi, lifo licit' bOtliL+ tire being .f#;.'red this 
yedr--the Catlll/Olllld Intere.~;i Bond l l l ld tilt" 
Regllhlr Interest B.nd. The, licit' blinds, u'hich 
htlt'e ~eell sl~ecifically designed t.  ineel the .Stii'illg5 
goals i41uill/inis ~4 Cltnadialis,' are llOtl' till sale. 
IH f .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ..... NEW FEATURES: 
I. INTERESTON YOUR INTEREST. " 
Interest on tile (~' olu~otind Interest BImd i.~ 
left to ilCctlnluhlte, earning interest on your 
interest ilftel the first )'ear ill the ilverilge 
;mnual yiekl to maturity .fthe Series. 
2. DIRECT DEPOSIT OPTION. 
The Regular Interest Bond. which pays 
interest each Nov. I0 offers tile desinlble 
option llf having interest deposited directly 
into yoilr chequing or savings accotitlt. 
3. DENOMINATIONS. 
The Reguhlr Interest Bond c.mes ill 
denluninatiluls tarting at $300, while the 
nlhlilntlnl deniintiniltillll tit tile Colnpotind 
Interest Bond is $100. 
4. ADDED CONVENIENCE. 
Since the new bonds do riot have cllupons, 
there is nothin~ ttl clip, handle, or p.ssibly 
hlse. 
5. A NEW SIZE. 
Tile neu' bonds are ::nlaller in si-e than 
those previously produced. This nlakes for 
easier handlinl~ and safekcepinR. 
A GOOD RETURN 
New Canada Savings Bonds are dated 
NIl%'¢ln[~er l, 1977 and yield tin ilveril~e 
;llillilil[ interest of 8.06% wllell held t,~ 
nut uriB in 1986. Each new bond he~ins with 
7% interest the first i'ear and earns 8.25% 
interest thr each of the rentalnirig 8 years. 
The combined total purchase limit f~Jr this " 
isstle is $15,000. 
THE TWO NEW BONDS: 
A. THE COMPOUND INTEREST 
BOND. 
This I,,md rc-invcsts ylliir interest 
automatically, earnil~ interest on your 
interest after the first year, at tile ;Iveral~e 
annual yield to ni;lturity ~fl'the Series. . :. . . 
Interest is payaSk, .nly whcn the l,,nd., ilrc 
r,.'dc,:med or i,t nlathrity. If left t. nlarurity, a J. 
$100 I.,,nd Ivit i gr;,!,, t,, ~ 2c\~.:,! 7. ) j i  .,t;,/, .( :,.;,7<t,,., 
9 vears. 
B. THE REGULAR INTEREST 
BOND.  
Tills bond pays But a reguhir liilnli;il 
incllnlc' each Nov, I. YI,u hlive the du,ice lit' 
receiving ylliir interest either by cheque i~r by 
direct delxlSit iilh~ your ehcquinRt,r .~ii%'ln~s 
'~ iiCCllltBt. 
; A SECURE INVESTMENT 
B.th new blulds retain die features that 
have hclped to .lake C;lillidli SiivinRs Blind.~ 
the t]ivl,tlritc hlvcstnlcnt for ntillions l i t  
(.'iinadi;ins. They'rc ;i ~egure investineDt and 
thcy'ru hlstilnt cash ;ilB'titnt,. 
ON SALE NOW 
New (:;Inadll Sli('inRs lh,nds are nllw lln 
~;ilt' wherever yiltl bank . r  invc.~t. B.th new 
bL~nds hilly I'IC purchased lhr cash ;ttld the 
('l inlpluind hltcrcst Bond nl;iy alsll be 
purchased lln the ellnvenient Ml~nthly 
~:iVillgS Plan. Btiy ylUil'S today! 
• O6 o 
HIGHLIGHTS OFTNE TWO NEW BONDS "" 
Compound Interest Bond Regular Interest Bond 
Interest Payments Interest i  left to accumuhlte and is Interest is paid each Nov. I by cheque or, 
payable only when the bonds are if you choose at the lime of p~archase, by 
redeemed ol: at rrlatLirity fSee Note I). direct deposit into your account 
Method of Purchase (a) ('.]ash (b) Nhmthly Savings Plan Cash 
(c) Payroll Savings Plan 
Denominations $100. $3oo, $5oo. $1.ooo. $5200 $3ou, $5oo, $1,ooo, ,$5,ooo 
Redemption Cashable anvt ime at face value plus Cashable anytime at face value plus interest 
earned ~ntercst. earned since'reeei ~t of last interest payment 
(except if redeemed in Sept. or Oct.- 
See Note 2). 
Exchangeability I-xchangevble, without cost for a Exchangeable without cost. for a C( mfflund 
Regular Interest Bond of the same Series merest |~nd of the same Series up to and 
starting at the minmlum of $300. including Aug, 31. 1978 
Note I: Simple interest on the par value 
is accrued monthly at the relevant 
annual rate (:Oml:~lund interest Js
calculated each Nov. 1 at the average 
annual yield to matuntv o1 t he Series. on 
all interest earned us ai Nov. 1 and Is 
accrued in equal monthly amounts over 
the next welve months "'['huscompound 
ihterest isfirst accrued after 1 }'ear and 
I month ave l~=psed. 
Note 2: Owners cashing I~)nds durin R Sept 
and Oct., will receive face value with unearned 
interest deducted because interest for the 
entire year will be paid on Nov. I. 
A GREAT CHOICE 
COMPOUND INTEREST OR REGULAR INTEREST 
i ! 
• .~:,'~q. 
The simulated crash of a jut 
catches fire on the rnnw~ 
demonst ra ted  at Terra, 
Saturday at I p,m. in conjunct 
prevention week. The fire ha ............. 
an open house with coffee served after smoke has no cause for'alarm. 
• Council election terms 
nO longer staggered 
By Ann Dansmuir 
Herald Staff Writer 
Aldermen elected in 1976 
to Kitimat District Council 
have had their terms in 
office shortened by one 
month. 
Council voted Tuesday to 
ummend the Kitimat 
Municipal Code to bring, it 
into accordance with the 
B.C. Municipal Act which 
states that inaugural council 
meetings must be held in 
December instead of 
January. 
Under the new 
regulations, Alderman Fran 
Bnschert, Laurie Leblanc 
and Max Patzelt will serve 
only 23 months of their two- 
year tenn. 
Council also "' asked 
municipal clerk Ben de 
IOeine to prepare a bylaw 
which would change the 
terms of office for an 
aldermen elected in 1979 to 
one year instead of the usual 
two. 
• If the bylaw passes all 
members of council will end 
their terms of office in 
November, 1979 and the 
entire council elected in 1980 
will sit until 1982. 
Mayor George Them said 
he believes biennial elec- 
tions will generate more 
voter interest than the 
present system in which half 
of council stands for election 
annually. 
Council also passed the 
assessment bylaw for 1976. 
Members adopted Option A 
of the B.C. Assessment Act 
which means municipal 
assessment levels will be 
identical to those used by 
the province for school and 
hospital revenues. 
Here are assessment 
levels for 1978: residential is 
15 per cent of market value; 
commercial is25 pet" cent of 
market value; primary 
industry is 30 per cent of 
market value. 
Aldermen Fran Bnschert 
asked council to authorize 
the going rental of $400 an 
evening and asked people to 
use a table for a bar." 
Buschert said. ' 
She po inted out that 
Riverlodge was the only 
place large enough for some 
groups so that they had to 
put up. with non-existent air 
condltioning and un- 
satisfactory washrooms. 
Alderman Ron Bumett 
said the bar could be in- 
cluded in planned 
renovations to the lodge if 
the bylaw isapproved by 
referendum m ' the 
Novembe/" e lec t ion .  
Buschert's motion to build 
the bars right away was 
defeated. 
Council approved a bylaw 
authorizing the im- 
provement and paving of 
Meldrum Street. Cost is 
estimated at $128,500 with 
half the expense to be borne 
construction of two bars at by the property owners. 
Riveriedge Recreation Hall, Council also approved 
654 West Columbia St.' ,<.~.~,~ ~;gnstruction f Pavedroads 
She described the ~ t  '''~l~'~e' Snowbird .:,D~elop- 
bar facilities, consis~ig~?bf ment at a cost of $1&%0o0 
two tables as "un- under the same terms. 
nacceptable. We charged A bylaw was passed to 




Nominations for throe Kitimat aldermen, three 
school trustees and one regional board member will be 
held in the conference room of the municipal offices, 
270 City Centre, Oct. 3t from 10 a.m. to noon. 
The advance poll for the Nov. 19 municipal election 
will also be held at the municipal offices. The poll will 
he open from noon to 5:30 p.m. Nov. 15 through 18. 
On election day polls will be located in the main 
lobby of Kitimat General Hospital, the Anglican 
Church Hall on Kingfisher Avenue, the First Baptist 
Church Hall on Columbia Avenue, the Presbyterian 
Church Hall at Malabina Boulevard and council 
chambers, Kitimaat Village. Polls will open at 8 a.m. 
and close at 8 p.m. 
word site in the municipal 
cede restricting application 
of the therm to on registered 
lot. The definition now 
reads: "an area of land 
occupied, or capable of 
bein~ occuppied, by 
buildinss or structures and 
consisting of one registered 
lot." 
Until now owners could 
build on one lot and use an 
adjoining lot to satisfy site 
and yard regulations. The 
second lot could, later be 
sold making the building on 
the first lot a non- 
conforming structure over 
which the municipality had 
• not control. 
Explosion may be 
related to kidnap 
SHERBROOKE, Qu. CP) 
- Police are investigating 
the possibility that an ex- 
plosion that rocked a food 
store here is related to the 
Charles Marion kindapping 
case, which enters its 69th 
da today. 
~ anonymous call was 
received at the offices of the 
newspaper La Tribune at 
about 5 p.m. EDT Tuesday, 
provincial policeman Carol 
Gandet said Wednesday. 
"In that which concerns 
the Marion affair, reprisals 
will begin in a matter of 
hours..,Beware," Gaudet' 
qUoetod the caller as say!ng.. 
ne hour later a half sdcx 
of dynamite xploded at a 
Steinberg Ltd. feed store in 
the Carrefour de l'Estrie 
shopping centre, causing an 
eshmated $3,000 in 
damages. 
Although there were 21 
employees in the store at the 
time, no injuries were 
reported. 
Last week, the kidnappers 
demanded that the two 
couriers who madeattempts 
'to drop off a ransom he 
replaced by Marion's son 
Pierre and family friend 
Jean-Paul Fouquet. 
"The kidnappers 
promised "bl°°d'bl°°d antl 
more blood" if the demana 
was not met. 
Pierre Marion told the 
kidnappers: in a television 
broadcast Monday he and 
Fouquet were willing to 
deliver the $500,000 ransom. 
A fire here early Wed- 
nesday Which claimed two 
lives was also being in- 
vestigated for possible links 
with the Marion case, 
although a police 
spokesman said he doubts 
there is any connection. '~. 
The kidnappers' threats_of 
violence came shortly after 
the third unsuccessful 
ransom drop attempt. 
Marion, a 57-year-old 
manager at the Caisse 
Populaire de Sherbrooke 
Eat, was taken from his 
cottage in nearby Stoke by 
two hooded, armed men 
Aug. 6, 
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) -- A 
second Knievel is on his way 
into the ranks of those 
willing to risk injury for 
money. 
Nic Knievel, 37, brother of 
Evel and formerly a car 
dealer, will try car ldaping 
Sunday in Yakima, Wash. 
Evel Knievel has been 
known for jumping his 
motorcycle over various 
collections of buses. 
• The ji~mp is in connection 
with a stock car race. 
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Police to get more room 
Herald Staff 
Terrace municipal .hall 
will be expanded at a eo~t of 
about $72,000, largely to 
accommodage additional 
RCMP space within the 
building. 
Terrace council boted 
Monday night o approve the 
cost of the expansion which 
will give the hall an ad- 
ditional 1,360 square feet to 
be built onto the southwest 
comer of the building. 
The ground floor of the 
extension will house two 
ambulance hays and 
storage facilities for the 
Emergency Health Services 
Program, freeing the 
existing space used for the 
ambulances for conversion 
into an exhibit room for the 
RCMP. 
Terrace police are 
currently crowded into two 
offices within the building. 
Inspection and permit 
services t for the 
municipality will be located 
in the second storey of the 
addition, leaving additional 
space within the existing 
building for other municipal 
purposes. 
Council has already set 
aside about $72,000 in a 
reserve fund and are hoping 
that public tender will be 
received within that range. 
The reserve fund Will 
eventually be reI~id in 10. 
years from rental of the 
emergency services. 
The question arose as to 
whether RCMP could use 
the public health .offices, 
also located on the lower 
floor of the existing 
building, because public 
health will be moving into 
the health and 'human 
resources complex 
scheduled for completion in 
1979. 
Council was told RCMP 
plan to use the entire floor of 
the municipal hall when a 
telecommunications 
complex is set up in abotit 
two years. The telecom- 
munications operations is 
e~ted  to employ up to 20 
tX~ople and will servzce the 
area from Prince.Ru~'rt to?~ 
Smithers . . . . . . . .  
" It was also decided, to 
request more detailed in- 
formation from local RCMP 
as to their operations beause 
the department is such a 
large expense to the 
municipality. 
It was suggested that 
police report verbally to the 
finance committee on a 
regular basis to keep council 
posted on RC1VIP activities. 
Came With Columbus 
Some observers believe 
that .eggs and chickens 
reached the Western. Hem. 
isphere with the second 
voyage of Columbus in 1493. 
They don't say which got off 
the boat first--the chicken 







the U.I.O. will present a 
FREE SEMINAR 
OR 
THE REOORD OF EMPLOYMENT 
AND 
OTHER RELATER SUBJEOTS 
ON 
18 Oct, at I0:00 a.m. 
and 2:00 p.m. 
At 4630 Lazelle Ave. 
A zoning dispute between 
Mickey Johnson 
Recreations Ltd. and 
Terrace council appears to 
be nearing resolution since 
the two sides met last week 
to discuss a land 'use con- 
tract. 
Johnson and the district 
have been involved in ac- 
tions and counter-actions 
pertaining to zoning of the 
4700 block Lazelle Avenue 
and particularly involving 
Johnson's ski shop which 
council has been resisting 
must conform with zoning 
regulations for that block. 
Terms and conditions of 
the land use contract were 
discussed by the two sides, 
including square footsg~ 
regulations, construction 
commencement da e of May 
1, 1978, completion date of 
Setp. 30, 1978, and other 
physical conditions. 
There would also be a 
provision to place $10,000 in
trust with an independent 
third party with written 
authority that the money 
would be forgeited to the 
district of commencemnt 
and completion dates are 
not adhered to. 
The land use contract will 
have to be signed no later 
than October 28. 
Terrace council may go 
ahead with a study to 
construct a veneer or 
plywood plant in town 
despite warnings that the 
establishment of such a 
plant may end up being a 
money-losing project. 
Council met with local 
woods industry represen- 
tatives last week and also 
with Bill Stothert, of 
Stethert Management Ltd., 
a firm which could conduct 
preliminary studies on the 
plant if given to go ahead by 
council. 
Stothert discussed the 
feasibility of the plant, 
pointing out that veneer and 
plywood plants have 
generally been successful in
B.C. Such a plant could 
create jobs, improve trade 
and improve the tax base, 
Stothert said. 
Terrace 
The seminar will l es t  approximately 2 horn's., Tha session 
will be limited to 12 persons, sPace Is available by Razor- 
ration only. Please Phone Jim Parfrey at 435.7134 to Reserve 
Space. 
Representatives of local 
woods" oriented companies, 
however, stated that the 
plant could take the profits 
of tog and pulp operations. 
Stothert replied that all 
three operations could Work 
harmoniously. 
Council voted to look into 
the availability of peeler 
grade logs, the effect of a 
plant on the supply of pulp, 
chips and logs, and the 
availability of grants 
through the federall DREE 
program for a study. 
If results of the in- 
vestigation are favorable, a
prelimary study will he 
considered. 
. . . . . . .  I 
• ° ,  , , . 
Dfgt. ~ 
:ell  r 
h.~ 
What is the main issue in the current labour dispute between 
B.C. Tel and the Telecommunications Workers' Union? 
The report of Federal Conciliation Commissioner Dr. Noel Hall 
hasbeen one of the major topics in the current negotiations. 
B.C. Tel has indicated that almost all of the Hall Report's 
recommendations are acceptable. 
However, the Report fails to provide satisfactory solutions to 
some areas of major concern to our customers, our employees and the 
Company. 
This is a brief explanation of the major issue: 
What is at stake is the Company's ability to choose the most 
economical manner of providing services to its customers. The Company 
believes it must have the ability to purchase goods and services at the 
lowest possible price consistent with quality. 
policy will not, in any way, endanger employees' jobs. 
The Company's proposal guarantees that no historical 
telephone work regularly performed by a B.C. Tel employee will be 
contracted out. 
In addition, the Company's proposal guarantees that no 
employee as of January 1,1977 and future employees who attain two 
years continued ser¢ice, would be laid off due to the introduction of 
new equipment, improved services, or systems. 
When new technology changes the job of an existing 
employee, the Company's proposal commits the Company to 
providing a training program for that employee so that he or she can 
learn new skills. 
In connection with this issue, B.C. Tel does not believe it is 
entitled to enter into an agreement which could result in 
mcreased rates for our customers. 
B.C. Tel is regulated by the CRTC and they have stated, "we 
can disallow for rate making purposes any unlawful, improper or 
imprudent'expenses." TheCompany has been directed to "contribute 
- - ' b every possible ffort to achieve conomies wherever they can e 
found..." 
B.C. Tel believes that further negotiations could settle the 
current differences between the Union and the Companyand remains 
willing to review outstanding issues vbith the Union with a view to 
- obtaining acontract that is fair to our employees and which will 
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t,o,, the News J 
: Trade policzes 
opposed at home 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- Once again, Jimmy Carter's 
liberal trade philosophy is under intense domestic pressure 
which possibly may force him into protectionist action. 
_ Thestakes are greater this time than they were in earlier 
disputes involving imports of shoes and color television 
sots. The steel industry, which is seeking to curb low-priced 
foreign oompetition, has laid off 18,0o0 U.S. workers in 
recent months and has closed several million tons of 
capacity. 
C, aug6t between conflicting forces, Carter ks the two pre- 
vious disputes chose the middle ground, where dbmestic in- 
austries would get some protection but U.S. efforts to 
liberalize trade would not be undermined. 
The U.S. Internationai Trade Commission recommended 
tariff increases inboth the earlier cases, but Carter instead 
negotiated "voluntary" expert restraints with key sup- 
pliers-- South Korea and Tuiwan for shoes, Japan for color 
television sets. 
• -. ~Mthe may find it much more difficult to try a similar 
~'coiii~binise with steel. 
Eure pban steel producers have offered to restrain ex- 
ports to the United States if Japan takes the same action but 
indu~Iry commissioner Etienne Davignon of the European 
CommonMarket  has already registered strong objection to 
any such approval. 
LEAD TO WAR 
"I do not believe that you can solve problems b 
restricting markets," Davignun told reporters "That wi~ 
on`}; lead to' Commercial wars." 
• The basic problem, he said, is that U.S., European and 
Japanese steslmakers have in total far too much capacity 
and there should be international pruning of the industry. 
Meanwhile, U.S. steel companies and such labor leaders 
as President ~gyd McBride ol the United Steel Workers are 
".m~.mting on import restrietions and they have powerful 
a J~eS.  " 
One ally is.Congress, where all 435 House scats and one- 
third of Senate seats are at stake in elections next year. 
The other ally is the 1974 trade act, the provisions of which 
area major impediment to Carter's liberal trade efforts. 
The 1974 changes, which are just now having their impact 
in several industries, freed U.S. industries from having to 
prove that their troubles are caused by imports and follow 
tariff cuts. The changes also made it easier for U.S. forms 








VANCOUVER (CP) -  PrOVimnoCva ~ om~v~ncOfficials in 
Victoria are considering the re east Indian 
relics from an abandoned Haida village in the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, says a curator. 
Ninstints village on Anthony Island at~e sou~ tip of_ the 
Queen Charlottes was once occupied o~ ~mo m.emuers ofthe 
Skidegate band, but has since seen aeserteo. 
Jim Ha~arty, associate cur a~r of the .archeology 
division, stud Tuesday museum start are stuay~ng me In. 
dian village for possible removal of artifacts, including 
totem poles and huts. 
Haggarty said the Skidegate band, which resides near 
Queen Charlotte City, prefers the viuage remain as a 
physical reminder of the white man's impact on Ind/.an life. 
He said totem poles and buildings are aecaytug anti action 
must be taken soon to preserve the relics. If approved by 
the Skidegate band removal of the art,mere would need 
large amounts of cash and expertise, he added. 
Museum director Yorke Edwards and other officials 
studied the village last month and found many buildings in 
.good shape, Haggarty said. 
Haggarty said artifacts will be removed only with the ap- 
proval of band members. 
He said provincial officials removed a few totem poles 
from the wllage in the 1950s. 
The provincial museum has a small-scale replica of the 
Ninstints village on display. 
Election 
pleasing 
150 miles and 30 years to build 
Vietnam s Incredible tunnels 
CU CHI, VIETNAM (AP) 
--As Lt.-Col. George Eyster 
lay dying from Viet Cong 
sniper bullet wounds on a 
jungle trail, he said to me: 
"Before I go I'd like to talk 
to the guy who controls 
those incredible men in the 
tunnels." 
Eleven years later I met 
that man and he showed me 
the inside of the fantastic 
tunnel octopus that took 3O 
years to dig and stretched 
150 miles, with tentacles 
sometimes winding right 
under the chairs of U.S. 
commanders as they sat in 
their headquarters. 
Eyster died in a field 
hospital while his battalion, 
me 2rid of the 28th 
Regiment, 1st U.S. Infantry 
Division, was trying to fight 
its way out of the vast un- 
derground network 20 miles 
northwest of Saigon. 
The now peaceful tunnels 
were on the itinerary of a 
German tourist group I 
travelled with on a rare two- 
week trip to Vietnam. A 
briefing officers at district 
headquarters was Capt. 
steel controversy. 
They may have no prospect of ever selling steel to the 
United States but if they are to build up the export markets 
they so desperately need, all pressures to erect ariff walls 
around the UnRed States rmee a worrisome challenge. 
VICTORIA (CP)--British Columbia Premier Bill Bennett 
today welcomed the election of a Progressive Conservative 
government in Manitoba. 
Bennett, whose Social Credit government replaced a New ' i Democratic Party administration i 1975, was commentin 
on Tues..day's ousting of the NDP government ofEd Sc~neg. 
yer oy me "rories under leader Sterling Lyon. 
"I think it's an indication that the people in Manitoba 
wanted .... not only to get rid of an NDP government, but to Nguyen Thanh Linh, who surrounding provincia surface, hiding it under- renuce me size ot government and get a more responsible 
said he had commanded the capitals, fallen leaves." economy," Bennett said in an interview. 
Cu Chi Liberation Battalion The slippery, humid corri- The tunnels crept under 'He congratulated Lyon for the win and cautioned him 
during 1966. ders, about two feet wide some U.S. positions. ~.a.t he has taken power inn crucial period of the country's OPPOSED AMERICANS and two feet high, blocked "Several times we knew msmry. - -  
. That was ~e .uni.'t .the with wooden trapdoors at that American field corn- Bennett said that while his 1975 victory and the Con- 
American crooners nat. underground intersections, manders would sit like this servative's win on Tuesday were similar in na~ure-:in that 
talion had opposed. The spanned the history of the on their metal chairs they both represented a significant move awi W from the 
siightly-bullt, 45-year-old whole Vietnam war, from directly above us," said left-- there was really no comparison because the former Capt. Linh said intelligence the days when Communist Linh with a grin. 
reports had informed him at agents hid from the French B.C. NDP government under Dave Barrett was "far more 
radical than Schreyer s. 
the time that the opposing police until Saigon was The Americans attacked "I do know that the Schreyer government was a much 
American battalion corn- taken, the tunnels with hunting 
mander had been killed. ,, • dogs, then the "tunnel rats-- more moderate government than the Barrett governemnt 
we repmcea in urittsh t;ommbia." id l~nn~tt Of the 600 men in the Cu, As more Amencan small, tough Americans, rams l~ld trilmte to Schreyer for serVing well, saying he Chi battalion that fought soldiers arrived'to occupy ' sa .......... 
like us," Linh said. "They had the highest of personal regard for the out-going Eyster's Black' Lions in the surf aceabove, the more crawled into the tunnels premier, in spite of political difference. 
January, 1966, only four we ex, t, enn..ea our sys.mm with explosives and gas to 
survived the war, two of- screw, smo a semor omcer - 
ricers and two non-commis- at thebrief',m,~ Col. Duong blast us out. We installed 
more escape mutes, more Today "n h" sioned officers, said Linh. Long ~ang.. At .the end we tiers." 
The battalion itself "was had a three-tier tunnel sys- ~ ~S to  " 
wiped out several times, te m and e, veryth'ing .was The American's .tried' '~ , . . . . . . . . .  J ,...,r .... ~:., ~m',~,~ 
Oct. 13, 1977. - ;- - the.~Pth century, it was tim Each time we reconstructed unnergro~a--me mness, flooding the tunnels and Turkish revblutidhdrles Scd~ ' ~', of "~urd~r ~i{htl w'' 
it. In the whole sector' we the hospRals, all. our finally made regular B-52 signed the treaty of Kars massacre Ar enia was 
. ,  , . . m lost l2,000 men in the course soldiers, many civilians ana bombing of the tunnels, with Sowet Armenm 56 occupiod by Russians in 
of the .war." even water buffalo. "We planned the 1968 Tet years ago today--in 1921-- 1916, became independent in
Beneath the former 30 YEARS DIGGING attack against the U.S. recognizing independence. 1918 and became part of the 
Vietnam battlefields, atone, "We literally duo for 30 embassy in Saigon from With history going back to soviet Union in 1921. 
.two an, three levels .un- years, usually in t~e dark, here," Sang said. "It was the Kingdom of Ararat in 54 AD--Nero became 
aergrouna, was a t wmung, squatting down. We carved also from here that details the ninth century BC, Ar- emperor of Rome when his 
octopus ox..t.unness ann out about a metre every for the final, successful menia had been ruled by mother ,  Agr ipp ina ,  
caverns tremhing trem ~;u ' eiaht hours, and women liberation of Saigon on April Ottoman Turks since 1550. poisoned his father, 
Chi towards Saigon and the dis'-tributed the earth on the 30, 1975, were drawn up.". Taken as a political pawn in Claudius 
~. ~"You may as well know they made me 'Assistant 
~ . . . . . . .  Floor Manager' today." 
I " , 
sweater. "Remember: the 
Breton p.eople xist." 
DespRe centuries of 
centralization, France still 
is a country of distinct parts, 
and new insistence on 
cultural identity has 
this western salient of 
France jutt ing into the 
English Channel. ':~: 
language and keep alive 
traditions which have de- 
veloped since the Bretens-- 
i Business 
exacerbate the situation." 
Regional enterprises are 
expanding, creating jobs for 
the region's three million 
residents. Unemployment is 
slightly highe.r than the 
region traditionally votes to 
the right. 
President Valery Giscard 
d'Estaing visited Brittany in 
February and said: 
"French unity has no need 
spotlight I 
• 
How multinationals rob our economy 
TORONTO (CP) -- Lukin realized and far too little is policy to compel ternational account. Bul "This has not happened the degree of concentration 
Robinson of Toronto, an known about it," he said. multinationals to behav~ Robinson otes in the brief since the 1930s." in Canada's import and 
export areas. Siilce it is 
known that Canadian in- 
economist and consultant, 
has a hunch that big cor- 
)orations pla~/ a more 
important role in Canada's 
)alance of payments than is 
generally realized. 
That is why he spent much 
of his own time and money 
l)repal~ng a brief on his 
heor r for '. the Royal 
~omrr ission on Corporate 
Concentration. 
In the 26-page brief, he 
asks the commission to 
study the effect of corporate 
concentration on Canada's 
international trade. 
"The significant and 
complex part which large 
corporations play in 
Canada's balance of 
payments is only vaguely 
"This part must be under- 
stood if appropriate 
measures are to be found 
which will correct Canada's 
present dangerously ex. 
posed  in ternat iona l  
position." 
Robinson, of Murray 
Jones and Associates Ltd., 
Toronto town planners, said 
he has not been advised if 
the commission has un- 
dertaken such a study al- 
though his first brief was 
submitted inAugust, 1976. ,~ 
revised brief went out las't 
March to the commission, 
which is expected to bring 
down a report early next 
year. 
"I think there will have to 
be a change in government 
differently," Robinson said 
in an interview. 
Robinson said he had no 
solid information to prove 
that multinationals have an 
adverse effect on  the 
balance of payments. 
"What I nave is more or 
less a hunch." 
His concern is that such a 
question has not been asked. 
Robinson links both 
Canadian and foreign- 
owned compames operating 
in Canada as subjects for 
the review of their impact 
on balance of payments. 
SURPLUS FADES 
Canada requires a 
growing surplus on trade In 
order to avoid an over-all 
deficit on current in- 
that Canada's trade surplus 
has fallen since 1973. 
The su~lus became a 
trade deficit in 1975. 
"Although fortunately a 
trade surplus was again 
achieved in 1976, the over-all 
deficit on current account 
was still over $4 billion." 
Even the most optimistic 
expect the deficit to be 
larger this year. . 
In simpler terms, adeficit 
on the international ccount 
means Canada is consuming 
more goods than it 
produces. In addition to this 
deficit, Robinson said more 
Canadian capital is being 
invested abroad than for- 
eign capital invested iv 
Canada. 
Another point he makes is 
that the interest and 
dividends /'we pay on 
oreign cap,tin invested in 
Canada are three times as 
large as the interest and 
divzdends we receive from 
dustry is highly con, 
centrated, he believes a high 
degree of concentration =in 
external trade is probable. 
investments abroad." He wants to know to what 
He said the problem may extent the policies of the 
be that the economy is no exporters and importers 
longer open in the influence prices, markets 
traditional sense. "and if the sources of supply 
"Concentration has differ from what they would 
largely shut out corn- be under free competition." 
petition, and trade between "It is widely/believed tlmt 
affiliates and foreign parent where subsidiaries xport o 
companies has taken much parent companies or af- 
of the place of armslength filiatas abroad, the prices 
buying and selling between they are paid are lower than 
independent firms." they would he in the open 
Robinson asked the market, and are higher in 
commission to determine the case of imports." 
national fairs. 
"They want to give power 
and recognition to a bunch 
of politically safe old men 
who are concerned only with 
songs and dances," said a 
member of Skol Am Emsau, 
an outspoken protectionist 
organization. 
Carter has won some reluctant respect for thus far avoid- 
ing formal protecUonist steps, but some economists feel Brittany stands apart 
that the voluntary-quota pproach is in some respect worse. Even France has unity problems Asserting that '~dtsturhing patterns" are emergin~ in .trade policy under Car~r, William Cline of the Brookrngs • 
msutuuon wrote recenuy. 
" A n  • • unfortunate f ature of these mergm~ patterns m the 
reliance on quotas, whether 'voluntary' for ]solated expert- ,I 
era or imposed on all parties within a general agreement 
• o r~m!i'zing' a market. For decades French brought heated words, The Breton Liberation as Celts--were chased from level the 
'chilec0nomic terms quotas are dissstrous. They limit govern-meres nave mane terrorist dynamitingand, in Front, a small band of Britainby the Angles and ~ i :cPe~t! i~ i i~ i~ct i~ i  ~~~smr°~pl~,d :~a~ia  f 
availability regardless of price, whereas tariffs at least unity a main principle. But isolated cases, bloodshed, anarchists, three years ago ~axons in the 5th and 6th 
there arc those in France Demands are increasing blew up a television relay centuries. 
perm!t more imports to enter ff consumers are willing to who hold. out against for local participation in station. The group is FIGHT FOR CULTURE charter" of 
pay me penalty. ~ s  ~e.d~ i,~voUj~, et mcumSa~n t "Quotas are also unfair to new producers, uch as the de- unff.ormity klireeted from decisions and protection of regarded by Bretons as ira- "This is very important the national 
velop_~g countries, because market allocations are /-arm. __ minority cultures. A few pormnt for what it sym; because it shows that people 
typically apportioned on the basis of past shares. The case ny MORT ROSENBLUM want autonomy in a federal bolizes. "' here are willing to fight to 
of shoes dramatically illustrates the point; it was two Q,,UdMPER, France (AP) system or independence Perhaps more important preserve their culture,' get fi~d~do.nothermsuesto local costs, would match Some activists dismissed 
developing countries, Korea and Taiwan, that were forced -- t'aris is cnoking us, as from France than the violence are said Claude Champaud, a The Socialists and that as little more than the 
colonizers do everywhere," ' growing movements to professor, governmem Communists promise right to soli crepes and wear to cutback experts, not the more established European said a young physics 
supp~ers, Italy and Spain." Scattered explosions and tcachdisappearing minority adviser and anti-centralist elected regional assemblies star-starched headgear at 
muusview, even the poorest countries have a stake in the professor in a woollen demonstrations trouble the 'languages and to write author. "This same spirit and more local control over 
Br i t tany f isherman',,  placid provincial life it. about folklore, might help resolve some of finances but this con- 
Corsica, the Pyrenef's In two kindergartens here the economic ills which sorvative Roman Catholic 
region in the southeast and youngsters can speak 
the Alsace area bordering Breton instead of French. 
West Germany as well as in Volunteers teach the 
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Rusty pitching Northmen aren't 
Dodgers tie series w nners... 
~t  The Terrace Northmen got goosed in the First Annual _ 
ceyN~, WtYem~'KYr~(e~'P)er aRn°~ ~am~s°b:le~:m~e t ~SdaDYxl~l:grh~:tsgawme~ b~ G~bblers tbe fact they didn't win a single game'thy p l a c e s i x t h  among the ight teams, ill 
f~l/?:gty e Y:i~ket~sl~anager was impressed. ' The Northmen missed out on the first prize live turkey to • 
,.,.,,, ~ , ,  o , - ~ g t f ~ [ S  Hnn~ard " ~" * "~" ' - - - - - - ' -  " " ' - "  Hunter before more damage Want it," though according to the Northman pla~er Derek IJl 
Martin came out to get winning U.B.C. Yhunderibrda. The winners didn't seem to 1 
display was a familiar come out from under a truck. When he did get to it, he : 
dilemma for Hunter this wouhin't ouch it. 
victory ov.e Wew York right centre field by Smith. season. He surrendered 29 The Northmen got praise and a trophy for their play. "All : 
~l~"ltgo~'d'~-r .''" ""Ya~kees*s~'/:dlguedn:~lah"Y =k~'~s lk~,Y  gu~n ~t~"T l~eica~Y'a'n~atr't~'~se~'n"gh't-Lh~l~nde'r homers in only 143 1-3 i - the other teams in the toarnament wereway beyond cur ,2 
nings pitched, league" said Shadleck. Some other teams playing were the n 
Portland Pigs, the Seattle Chuckanauts and the North n 
The Dodger victory: con- l~edgers third baseman Garvey's hot in the ninth Nancoaver Caplianos. q~ 
finished the Dodger attack structea .round ~ '~me deposited the next pitch well and by then the crowd of runs and l-looton's 0affling beyond the left field fence, 56, .1 -  largest at Yankee ° " t ~v~¢'I' 
knuckleoarve, tied the best- just to the right of ~87-foot Stadium this year I had  but thetr hearts are m t , sht place 
of-seven series at I-I with sign. ' I " 
the next ; three games An inning later, Hunter become restless and unruly. 
Firecrackers and smoke ' I Terace Northmen Rugby cause. The team donated chased a new building on schedutea _tor.Los tmgmes again retired the first two bombs were tossed from the 
be.g.i~ing }~u.ay night... Dedl~ers batters, bringin, g I Team set aside a Portion of ~S3 to the Three Rivers Agar to house the facilty and 
,unter, I~temng xor me up xeager. Again, Hunter stands onto the field and [ the money collectod from a workshop, a craft shop for they need to raise another 
first time m more. than a was one strike away from fights broke out in the seats. " I raffle they sponsored the nandicapped. 1 The $30,000. Pictured above are 
Some fans in the upper : I recently to help a worthy workshop recently pur- Tom Bilodeau (right)of the munro, was a sheu us a once- the out, and again, the stands doused fans in the 
great pitcher, walloped batter won the slaowdown, lower stands with beer and I 
almost at will by the Yeager's hot landed in vir- ~ 
Dodl~ersandkay0ed..inj.uzt2 tu~l-F the san~.e spot Coy'.s. the game was delayed 
1-3 innings, uy me time nan m me nrsc inning, weu several times as young fans . ( 
manager Billy Martin came beyond the left field fence, raced across the outfield. 
out toget him, the Dodgers In the third, Bill Russe.ll Hooton, however, was 
need on this cool-, crisp sin~let.o.ri~.htfield,.bring~.g the extracurricular ac. 
night. • • up Smim. Tne count went m tivities of the fans or by the :~ 
Steve Garvey climaxed 2-2 and the Dodgers out- Yankees bats. 
the h.om.e ~ o ns.laullht.wit.h fielder .sent a tapemeas.u.re The Dodger right-hander 
asoto snot inmenmm o~ mot na|tway up tne kept the Yankees off 
Yankees relief ace Sparky bleachers beyond right balance throughout tb~ 
Lyle. ' centre, game with his knuckle :~:i! ~ ~ ~  
"Martin, operating with a As Smith circled the curve, a dancing breaking 
somewhat slim supzly of bases, Hunter stood on the ball that is brutal on hitters ifAIL healthy pitchers,.ha, taken mound, his head bowed, whenit is workidg properly. & a calculated flsg starting oerbaps remembering He struck out eight, 
Hunter, who had been ~tter World Series mo- walked one and was in i 
sidelined since Sept. 10 with i 





,own~ ' ,o f -me' : . :  North 
.~meHean "Saecer t,eague 
have accepted applieatlo,s 
from seven cities, including 
Montreal, for further study 
in connection with the 
awarding of 1978 franchises, 
NASL commissioner Phil 
Wousnam announced 
Wednesday. 
The league's executive 
committee will consider the 
bids next week and possibly 
take action. The owners' 
meetings, however, will 
continue through Friday. 
The other six cities are 
Boston, Cleveland,Houston, 
Detroit, Memphis and 
Philadelphia, bu[Woosnam 
• indicated that more pending 
ppDliqatioops might lateg I~ 
mcluuea. The N,~t, now naB 
ments. He took a 4-I career " trouble only once. That was 
Series record into Wed- the fourth inning, when 
leadoff singles by Willie 
Randolph and Thurman 
Munson gave New York 
runners at first and third 
with none oat. 
g "eJa ksopb ng a 
ha~ ~oun~r  msi~e ~rst 
base that Garvey grabbed 
and turned into a double 
play as Randolph scored 




l~.toam@, i~luding fran- 
cruses in Toronto and 
MEXICO CITY (CP) - -Canada defeated Surinam 2:. 
1 in their W~irld Cup'seccer qUalifying r0mid match 
Wednesday. ' ' ' 
The two teams were tied 1-1 after the first half. 
It was Canada's first win in the six-nation tour- 
nament after losing the opener against El Salador on 
Saturday. 
Mike Bakic, a regular with Rochester Lancers Of the 
North American Soccer League, scored the winner for 
Canada 29 minutes after the half. 
-Buzz Parsons of Vancouver had opened the scoring 
in the 3~td minute of the first half and Jacques Olberg 
scored for Surinam eight minutes later. 
In Wednesday's second game, Mexico scored its 
second win of the tournament, beating El Salvador 3-1. 
The Mexicans had a 1.0 lead at the half. 
Wednesday's results left Mexico in the lead with two 
wins in as many games. Guatemala has a 1-0 record 
while Canada and El Salvador are 1-1. Surinam is 
winless in two starts and Haiti has lost its only game. 
Vancouver, with plans te Nettles accept five applications _to 
round out the total to 24 for 
next season, the Argos The Montreal bid was 
apparently submitted by 
world heavyweight boxing 
champion Mul~immad Al l  MV D 
and boxing promoter Don 
King. 
Last month, a move by 
M s in  e k s m la a e r TORONTO ) -- 
Harry Jaeobs toestablish an Toronto Argonaut coach Leo 
NASL team in that city's Cahiil credits middle 
Olympic Stadium was linebacker Ray Nettles with 
reject~i by the Olympic In- the biggest contribution to 
the turnaround that has 
stallations Board. OIB made his team a playoff 
dlreet0r of operations Guy contender. 
Savard sa id f ive  other Cahill, commenting on the 
groups also applied. Canadian Football League's 
While the OIB refused to outstanding player awards, 
indentlfy the other five, an picked Nettles as the 
NASLspokesansaid that he Argonaut's most valuable 
Jaeobs group "is the only player. 
one we have had serious Nettles came to the A~.os 
negotiations with in recent in an off-season Canadian 
months." Football League trade that 
_ Sam Berger, whose saw offensive tackle Larry 
Montreal Alouettes play Watkins, middle linebacker 
their 'Canadian Foothall Ray Cvljanovich and 
League games at the Canadian defensive back 
Olympic stadium and who 
ol~rated an NASL franchise Barry Finlay move to British Columbia Lions. 
for three money-losing Only Watkins remains 
years--1971 through '73--at with the Lions. 
the Autostade, has also had Members of the Football 
llreliminarv talks . with wousnaq klfopt opqrali~g a Reporters of Canada in the 
~r~e.r trancnlse m lvlon- nine CFL cities' decide the 
Northmen, and Bob 
Bilodeau (right), of the 
Norhtmen and Bob Rip- 
meester, director of the 
owvkshop 
=1 
- :x  
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Stay at home and go places 
around British Columbia this 
weekend. 
B.C. Tel's long distance 
weekend rates let you dial 
direct (112) to most places in 
the province between 5 p.m. 
Friday and5 p.m. Sunday for 
just 35¢ or less per minute* 
(minimum charge 23¢ per call). 
So pick up your phone this 
weekend. And drop in,~l~ k 
on some old friends. ~ '~ ii~ 
B, D, TEL 
*Rate does not apply on calls from the OK Tel area, coin tel, motel, hotel and to some Northern points not served by B.C. Tel. 
f Detroit was the only city 
or .which more thap. onq 
laDnllcatlon was eonsloereu 
by" .the .NASL'~ -a~Rttal 
~eu , rol l  h eo.o  ~elrn~auAi~l~er PanN~Fd o~ 
t'r~ston was selected for 
additional consideration. A 
key factor in the owners' 
decision was the intent of 
t at group to play 'in the i l v temdceme-  8 
Stadium in ' suburban  
Pontiac, 
player awards. 
Both Nettles and Ealey 
are former award winners, 
Nettles in '73 as outstanding 
lineman and Ealey in '79. as 
top rookie with the Hamilton 
Tigereats. 
The Argonaut defence 
kept the team alive during 
the early part of the season, 
with the offence taking 
eha.rge in recent games to 
p#oduce .a 6-6 record and 
seconu pmce in me ~astern 
Conference. 
Tell us your: reasons for savin ,--- 
d we'llhelp work o ul 
a plan just for you. 
L "A ~vi~Jrer v~c~÷io~ is my 
i ~ ~ l ~ ~  ~ F~som -for saving. And a "Over the. vents my reasons -for 
- ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ Bonus Savings Ac~umf is ~avi~g have craanged. But the EO2/al B~k 
~ , . ~  ~ going to help me fake if, has always found ~ way fo help me 
F ~ ~  L I.c~'f write cheques on 
~oing to ~joy my retirement." I'm savi~g stays put unt I1 
.*1 just want "t'o write ,~ few I need if." 
cheques and earn inferesf 
o~ "the .mo~ey I s~ve. 
'A Regular g~vil~g~ Account 
is one cr t nf fh~t 
does if all. It:s e×adly what 
I need Fight mow." 
' A Regular Savings Account is an 
accountthat lmost everybody can use. It 
~ives you interest and eh'equihg together, 
'our money is ahvavs there when you need 
it and all your transactions are recorded • 
in a hand~' bank book. You can also use it 
as a joint'account fortwo of you, 
A Bonus Savings Account helps your 
money add up faster. Since it's stridly a 
savings account, you can't write 
cheques. You can, of course, withdraw 
cash whenever you need it. It's 
a good account to use with a Personal 
Cheqfiing Account...vou can't get a 
better match for saving and budgeting. 
If you're saving for retirement we have Retirement 
Savings Plans. Or, if you're saving for a home we have 
Home Ownership Savings Plans. Term deposits are 
a good place for amounts of$1,000 or more. 
It's all just a matter of what's right for you. Whatever 
your savings goals are we can help you reach them. 
We have many different ways to help people save and 
invest heir money. 
Just tell us your reasons for saving and we'll help work 
out a plan just for you. 
ROYAL BAN K 
...fora lot of reasons. 
With over 200 branches in British Columbia and the Yukon to serve you. 
. . . .  /b  
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Canadiens 7, N ,ri h Stars 3 
Lafleur's goal 
the  w inner  
MONTREAL (CP) -- Guy 
Lafleur's econd goal of the 
game at 1:41 of the third 
period proved to be the 
Winner Wednesday night as 
Montreal Canadiens o~ned 
the 1977-78 National Hockey 
league season with a 7-3 
victory over Minnesota 
North Stars. 
Doug Risebrough, rookie 
Pierre Mondou, Doug 
Jarvis, defenceman Guy 
Lapointe and team captain 
Yvan Cournoyer got the 
other goals for the Ca- 
nadiens with Nick Beverly, 
Pierre Jarry and Roland 
Eriksson replying for the 
North Stars. 
Lafleur's twogoals helped 
him to extend his con- 
secutive game points 
scoring record to 29 in 
regular season play. He 
broke the record of 22 set by 
Bronco Horvat~ of Boston 
Bruina last March 24 against 
St. Louis Blues. 
The Canadiens fired 34 
shots at Minnesota 




1970 v~ ton Ford pick up 302 In 
good running condition. Good 
for hunting. Selling cheap, can 
while Montreal's Ken 
D r y den  , 
recovered from muscle 
spasms in his back, blocked 
16 Miz]nesota shots before. 
15,252 fans. 
The Canadiens enjoyed a
couple of ~oed scoring 
chances w]th LoPresti 
stopping Murray Wilson and 
Rick Chartraw before 
Beverley's hot from jmt 
inside the blueline eluded a
screened Dryden at 4:50 of 
the opening period. 
But Risebrough blasted a
shot by LoPresti just 40 
seconds later, connectin | 
from the top of the left ~ | 
circle after taking La] r 
Robinson's pass. 
LoPresti had no chance on 
Lafleur's bullet-like drive at 
14:12 which put Montreal 
ahead for the t int lime and 
came while Minnesota's 
Tom Reid was serving a 
holding penalty. 
Just ~7 seconds later, 
Mondou scored his first 
NHL g~al after .~tisel~rpugtl 
won a oraw to the right-o! 
LoPresti, fed the puck to 
Lambert wbl) Iound ~1ondpu 
uncoverea ~ zeecout m rme 
slot. 
The North Stars, outshot 
16-6 in the opening 20 
minutes, played much 
better in the second.period 
with Jarry closing me gap 
too 3-2 with 6:14 gone in the 
middle session with a shot 
from the left wing with 
Dryden once again screened 
by his team-mates. 
Lafleur shot Montreal into 
a 4-2 lead with a blast that 
glanced off LoPresti on the 
short side before Eriksson 
pulled Minnesota close 
again with an unassisted 
effort at 2:42. 
But Jarvis, a third-year 
centre, notched the in- 
surance goal at 6:17, slip- 
ping the puck into the net 
with LoPresU down and out 
of position. Lapointe scored 
with 4:01 to play with 
Coumoyer complel~g the 
rout at 19:37. 
Referee John McCauley 
called four minor penalties 
in the contest, two to each 
team. 
57. Automobi les 58. Mobi le  Homes 
For Sale: 1973GMCV=ton 4x4. For Sale: 12xS5 3 bedroom 
Needs somework, call 635.$605 Waller. Good condition. Call 
after S p.m. (c.4-14) 635-5970 (c-S-14) 
Ili K ' 
HARDWARE STORES 
r - - -~- -~- -~ ~,~,  I 
Thursday, 0otober 13 
(NBC) (CBr.) 
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be vlewecl In Terrace call --- ~ 11.~ IAtlantis Roots Country "Hamlet" 
Collect 633.2421 Nasa Camp any . . . . . . . . . . . .  60. Tenders :30 "The Roots CTV Reports Cont. 
,y/u uatsun car. ~uQ. t'none time (C.7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15( . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ :45 I Mudworm" Roots CTV Reports Lont 
. . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o~u-12~z. Lc-7,8,9,10,11) 5ealedtenders, addressed to the 4 4P~ :00 I Rosettl and The Logans Run Cant 
1965GMCSTON, eclulppedwlth , undersigned .and marked .~ I R FF/,h~emmil 
power w/n.ch: .Price $15~.00... 1976 Dodge Aspen Station "Thornhlll Refuse Site Main. I II ~ : : : . ,  and y ~:ns  s Run ~n~ 
mane oau.lo/e tp-3,4,o,u,9; Wagon. Special. Add package, tenence" will be received until lib V : I Ryan i Y Logans Run Cant 
. Excellent condition, auto 4:30 p.m. October 2S, 1977. I l l  I I  :00 | News The National • CTV News DIc Caveff 
1974 Mazda 4 '~"'r S '-6'M fransmJsslon, radlo, newradlal Specifications and contrac • i :15 I News I Night News Show 
w...M / .~' - - , , . . '~ '  A,.."~,".~": tires. $4,500 firm. Phone 638. / / :3o I Tonight I Final Hour Womantlme 
conditIon.''v"'" ,-,, . . . . . .  S2400"v'~'flrm. . . . . . . . .  Phone" 1221 day.s (c.7,8,9,10,11) documentSrequest frommay betheObtainedRegionalOn I - -  :45 I Show Hollywood Final i Womantlme " I 
~-l~12after 6pro (stf) ~ '  Olstrlct of Kltlmat-Stlklne I l l  AI~ :00 I Tonight The Late Show: Hawaii Flve-O 
. . . . . . . . .  r . . . . . . .  For Sale: 1946 Willies C.J2A No.9-4644 Lazelle Avenue I - i  :15 I Show 'ivIva Max" I Hawaii Five-O 
good condition. Phone 638.1640 Terrace, B.C. 635.7251. I ~ :30 I Tonight i Cant ] Late Movie I 
:45 Cont "Revolt at 19683Atonplckup. Phone638- after6p.m. (c.8,9,10,11,12) * ~r l i  ..45 ~o~L~. .~~ ~ . ~ m , m m ~  ~ , , ~ m ,  ~ ~ 
1273 (C -8 ,9 )  ~ The lowest or any tender wlll 
1973 International Loggin| notnecessarliy be accepted. • ' l O a  6p,m,l 
For Sale: T ruck  .wlth20tontra l ler  for Friday, 0otober 14 .m. to 1973 Mazda pick up long range sale: Truck Is 83000 G,V,W. 350 John Fousette 
full tank 50,000 miles. Phone H.P. Cummins Diesel Model .Administrator ~ , - . . .  , ~ ~-~ . . . . .  ,m~,~0 . .:,~. 
635-6637 after $ p.m. (P- No. F4370. .~ (c-8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15) I J~  :oo I Wheel Of I Canadian Jean Cannem I I El~ric,,.,~. :~. I I 
• l i  :15 I Fortune .... I ~noo,s Show I :" I Coml)any , I I '7,0,9,10,11) 
One Ford 1972 ~/2 ton ptckup. I I I .  :3O I Knockout I Mr. Dressup ~flnitlon I Two Cants I I 
For Sale: 197S Mercury . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~1. Legal ,a,  'W :,Is I Knock0ut I ~.Oressup O~.n.aon I I worth I I 
Monarch 302-V8, 4 door, 37,000 ~e iwu ~.M.L.. ~/4 ton piCKUp. I l l  4 '00 I TO Say I Sesame Korean's Yoga I I Art I I 
• I :15 | The least I Street Cant I I ,.._, I I miles, eu'--a'lc.,,,..., P S.. & P B.., A, aocated at Terrace ,n- N~iceofApp,ication • I :30 I TheGong Show I Se.me I .s, Your I I ,,,.,,,,..,."" I I excellent condition. Phone 635. ternatlonel. Contact Mr. W. for Changeof Name 45 . . . . . . . . . . .  
9981 after 3 o.m. or 635.4738 Gaunt at 635.4951 for further l ib  ~ : I The Gong show I Street I Move I 1 Stew " I I 
af r 5 Ask f R Information (c 8,9,10,11) te p.m., or alwant. • " NOTICE Is hereby given that 9 ~ .00 | Hoolywood I Quuen's I Noon I Electric I I 
(c-6,7,8) , an applrcatlon will be made to • --Jr 115 I Squares I Arrival News i Company I I 
58. Mobi le  Homes the Director of Vital Statistics I ~F :30 I Days of I Bob Mclean Show Movie ] Inside.Out I I 
faro change of name, pursuant - -  --:45 I O, r Lives i Cant J ,,Matinee: I ] ,oak ~ook I I For Sale: 1968 Dodge Dart. ~ . .  totheprovislonsofthe"Chan- 
Phone 635-7216. Best offer takes t-or be.e: Mealie Home ixx~z ,, I :oo i Cant i I Dream 'columbo: The & Listen I i it. (c-6,7,0) two bedroom furnished, priced ' geofNameAcf, byme:-Ida 
Marlannlna Trelenherg of 2703 :15 J Cant J of Jeannle Most,, Crucial ] The Music Place J J 
~ ~  at $5,800.00 Phone 638.1676 (p. South Eby St. In Terrace, In the :30 I The I Hollywood Game I I Measure I I 
3,s,,,o,9; ' .  :u J eaters I sauares I Cant I I Up I I 1975 Transom 400 cu. in. P.S., . . . . . .  , .~ Province of British Columbia, 
P..B., 4 speed.._Excellent, con- 4 year old 3 bedroom Safeway: as follows: ~ .oo ! A.other I lynn's Hope I ~other I I .read and I I 
.eitlon: t'none 63:)-44lu attar o House trailer. Nice kitchen) To change my name from Ida -~ 1i5 I World I Cent arid I I Butterflies I I 
p.m. (p-6-9) Ilvlngroom area, laundry MarlannlnaTrelenbergto Edith ~r  :~  I Cant I Edge of Night .Another " J I Making I i 
Marie Trelenberg. ~ :45 I ~nt I e,dge of Night ] World I I Mu~,c I I hookups service. 75' fenced lot. Dated this 8th day of October, 
:Furnlshedwlthappllances. For. A.D., 1977. 4 r )  :00 J Movie: I Take Thirty I Alan Hemal I J Nlne's I / 
76 HONDA CIVIC more Information phone 635. i -  :15 I ::High I Take Thirty I Show- I Journal I / 
"HATCHBACK" 6916after6 p.m. (c.4,9,14,19,3) - :30 I Crime ~) I Celebrity Cooks I Alan Hemal I I _r~tm,t I / 
ThC fin.~$t , i oo  I Cont l  The Young Chefs J Sanford end Son i Sesame I I / Featuring. Low mileage, AM- ~ .  , :45 Cant I Celebrity Cooks / Show J I Speakout I I::M, In ,.I.'ek eta.e,,. ~.n~ ,~arl, t -U l ly  tu rn l sned  1967 10x:~( 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  Squire. 2 bedroom house ~1 :15 | Cant, The Young Chefs J Senford and Son J Street J J J 
radial tires, clock, . . . .  roof rack . . . . . . . . .  trailer. NICe ana clean, car- ~ jI-o~cl ,UL :30' I Cant Friday After ~ The Gong Show Sesame i I i console, many omer options . . . . . . . . . . .  
~# ~Pnnnnnv with nr~r l  na~ patna in l i v ing  room. i l6U per . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  month Noanlmals. Noslngles In  --11. :45 i , cont  .School J TheGong sh°w I street I , I  / 
_mlleagel_ ,_ ~ ^ ,Ph°ne638"1449aflerS t-none-- " o~-24uz . . . . . . . . . . .  oetween ~-o:~u' j~j t~ ~ ~ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ~ ~ I [ "~ ~ l 
~.m. ,~-,-,, p.m. ,o v , .  ( , , . , ,0 ,  m].-town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  
VanCOLIVC[ I FEATURING THIS  WEEK ' ; ' ( 
I 60  Steel Decorated *! 
J TOBCAA MEMBERS !E J~~ ) 
' . 
• indoor pool ) ': ' .~  I PHONE OFt CALL FOR ,2  r~ovi~ t~tres ";'~ . i 
I AN APPOINTMEIVT TO * across from the ~ ~ I ~ I ~  8 8  Medical Centre ) ' 4 
, * a stroll to City Hall " ) | ' ,,-., t / Totem Ford ' il li 
J" Totem4711Lakelse ' " ' '   GOROON & ANDEIISON 
711 West Broadway Ave & Heather St,, i 
| Vancouver. BC, V5Z3.2, LTD 
/ I ~ 1  BCAA MEMBERS ONLY (~o~)u~.os~, ~1~P6~76 S AM 
/ IBS~Ak~I~I  GOOD FROM SEPT 12- Forf,eeHohdex'reservationservlce I 
and a guaranleed room tale at any e 
L ~ OCT 31 Hohdaylnn.¢alllolHree 
1-800-268-8811 ~ Store Hours: Tues to Sat 9 am to §:30 p m Friday 9 am to 9 p m 
! 
a • - -  .* * • e • • , . , • • 
LOOKING 
rL FOR A J( OOKING 
FOR HELP? 
"THE Herald, 3212 Kelwn Strlot 
p.o. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6.1ST-Terrece 
Subscription rotes: Single Copy' 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In CAnada 
Sd0.00. Senior Cltlzans 120.00 
per year. 
Yearly by m;,ll eutslde Canads 
UI.00. 
Authorized es second close mall 
by the Post Office Departs, eat, 
Oltewa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 houri prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified eds. 
I. Coming Events 
i .  Coming Events 
Loyal order of Akx~se Lodge No. 
1020, Terrace, B.C. Mooting 
held every 2rid and 4th Thur. 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6441. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 0 
In the Skeins Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635. 
2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermode Four Wheslars 
Mestlngs let Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meotlng 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
3442. 
~ 33. For Sale -M isc•  
Order Of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale 'Saturday 
Nov. )9 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall corner of Sparks and Park. 
Donuts end coffee SO cents. 
(elf.Nov.19) 
Terra~ Tennis Club Is holding 
• meeting October 13, 1977 at 
7:30p.m. at the Terrace Arena. 
(Senior Citizens Room) all 
mlmbers and Interrsfed parties 
to attend. (p-4-7) 
| 
"SYm'poslum on Coping w i th '  
Cancer". Presented by Kltlmat 
Unit, CAnedlan Society. At: 
ThoMOs|um, City Center on: 
Oct. 26, 1977 (Wednesday) at 7 
p.m... Free. All welcomed. 
St. Mathow's Anglican Church 
Chrlltmes Bazaar. Sat. Nov. 26. 
at 3 p.m. 
.14. Business Personal 
MOVING ??? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
OHE-WAY TRUCK RATES 
THROUGHOUTWESTERN 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
112-100-643-3478 
BUOGET RENTATRUCK. 
Meeting- .Terrace B.P.O.E. Accountant Officer Manager (Elks Lodge). First end Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. a ..... • Our Client has position (Ladles of the Royal P0rpl ) -  . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f ovaueole ,or ,ne aoove m 
~¢on,,.a ria ~-ounn n .on.y  U iTerrjce. The successful ap. 
-m-,. .  ipllcant must have sufficient 
'd experlenca In accounting to Weight Watchers meeting hal ,. . . . .  • r,,,,,.I,u ~ ? n m at *he prepare monthly flnancla 
• " - "  x " : ' ' ° " ' " "  " ' " " "  ~7 Istatements. Salary nogotlab e. 
Knox unlteo t.nurat rlOlh "- . . . . . . .  ~o, . , ,A  . . . . . .  I~pply in ~,onfldence to: : 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [McAlplne & Co., Chartered 
.; - • IAcc~untants, 4644 Lazelle Ave., 
The Catholic Womens League ITorra~; D.c. (p.0,,) 
will h01d their Annual Fall TM: 1 : :~  --  1 
and eazzM~c~S.at~o;t. :~ . :a t  ' : :"~': . . . . .  
I~, v~~_. .~.~-~¢iL r ,  crmcL~. : 
~[F',  ~ ; ~ R~rlgeraflve:cG~traotlng ena 
housaholdrepairs. Phone 13S. 
Sheens District Girl Guides SITS or I11.12SI. (ctf) 
would like to ennounoo the 
openlog of a Land Ranger TAXI DRIVERS 
Company In the Thornhlll area. Full time, part time. Class 4 
Glrls between the ages of14 and Ilcance and police Permll 
10whoareInterested plcaea call r~utred. Contact manager, 
635-3061 or 638.1269 (otf) •. .T.errace Tax i .  63S-2242 (otf) 
, . . • . . 
: . . , . . ,  o " ,  * . . . . .~ ; . . , , .  - , - :  .. . . . .~ ; , .  
Kfflmet Com.munltV~.;~rt~!' ~ "AI~.E ELECTRI¢~LTD! 
Council - Next Meetln~: "4~I I IA  Electrical Contracting. 
Thurnday Oct. 13, 1977 at 1:~0 Free Eslmates. Phone LlS.5074 
p.m. at Museum. Arte and  or ' i l l . lU f .  (ctf) 
Golde~ Rule: Odd lobe for the 
iobless. Phone ~15.4S35. 3238 
.Klllum. (clf) 
Craft Fair: The 6th A~nual 
Fair to be hold on Oct. 22, 1977. 
at City Centre Mall. A l l  
Welcome. 
e • 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held in 
Knox United Church on S~. 
F~r' sail: Indian sweaters or 
mskk to order. Your choicest 
'pafletn and colours. Phone 63S. ;Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:3o P.M. 
4041, (P-7,O,) 
The hldepandent Order ot ' ' 
Foresters are having a Tea,1 & ~ 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
" • Wewill E ltabllsh you In 
your own 
• DISCOUNT FABRIC 
STORE 
lathe - Iocitlon of your choice, 
hiltlal ;Investmont S10,000 to 
115,000.' For more In- 
fro:tuition wrHe to Box 
5in. R. Kelowne, B.C, V IX  
41~. 
Bazaar at the Elks Hail on 
Oct.15 from 1.4 p.m. 
Homemade Items, baking and 
much more. ' 
The I.O.F. regular meatlngs-~d 
Saturday of each month at t~  
Slumbar Lodge at 8 p.m. 
i 
Rebekah Lodge Tom end 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. 5, 3~1 p~.  
EIk'i Hall Raffle draw4 pJ~. 
,Old Ago Perlslonerl Tea end 
,Bazaar Sat. Nov. 12, 1:30.4:30 
'p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
THE HERALD, Thursday, October 13, 19; , PAGE 7 
t I 
Ratfle~aw4:00p.m. (¢tf NoV.) " .,.. ' 
i ii I i . . , .  ,,on Terrace chess CIu5 • l l ' l~)~Jnll 
for new players. Everybody, 4~4~"SOUCIE635.3108' Including beginners, .r.j:: . .3198 ' 
welcome to offend. 
Games and Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool : 
Board Room. For Infermetlon . .s . . . . . .  ~umorlzeo 
Phone Joe at 635.S419 (otf) I Service Depot 
. .~' I '  Re, airs'to Refrigerators 
Kltlmat. Toastmistress clul Frsazers- h , , -n  . . . .  rth j " , Was . . . . . . . .  , , , , ,  meets the second and fou . ' i J  ' ' .  And Ranges 
Wednesday of every m~nm |(~lf) ' • "-. 
from 0.10 k m. In the Nechako - . - , 
library. "('he Toastmistress . . . . .  
program Is:~roally varted to .- • • " 
meat a wide range of InterestS, 17, Hel p Wanted 
and no prevlou~,,exparlence Is
needed to loin. If you are.In- Rim Forest Products requires: 
forested In easier converlatlon, head;"saw flier, applicants 
conducting a good meat.lags,..shou!d .be certified filer with 
making, a speech, or •simply aupervllory experlenca. This Is 
improving your communlcetl.on.' a latlirled position. Circular 
skills; teaching, training lend • saw filer, experienced saw filer 
evalutalon are. offered In a required-preferably wlt l  
friendly, relaxed atmolphere, certltlP.atlon. Pay is union 
You are cardinally Invlted'~ icale." Apply In writing to.The 
.attondany meeting to 'lee h0V~ MIIneDe'r, Rim Forest Products, 
the program works. For more 30'Powell Road, R.R. 1 South 
Information please call 632.6345. H.Izellton, B.C. V0J 1Y0. Phone 
The next meeting Is Oct..13'. 143;5264 
IY - F -  .,:~ I ~"  i i T I  Experienced married her 
I(.-h)~,:~;,,-~ I.d'~l].'LI. ": m~en for eight head Holbein 
J l~ J :~  . . . . . . . .  J ~  "Herd  .In B.C. Interior. 
r ~--~...a . .~-~: : ,~ ,  'R~'~once; emn,aL Wr~te 
The word oranguta'll meP~'l; :.Eeg'le .Rlvar Farm, R.R. 1 
,, ,, Slcamous, B C VOE 2V0 man o f  the wo'odl'. " ; .  ' .  ' ' ' . 
' . . . .  
• 48. Suites for  Rent  
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
25c, ~ MIn. order $5.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Lerkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mines, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(C-4-20) 
Repossessed Yamaha orgar 
$1695 or best offel'. Phone 635- 
7207. (c.5.9) 
For Sale: Franklin stove with 
grate, screen and 0 Inc~ stove 
pipe. Phone 635.4279. (p.5.9) 
2 Wood cook stoves. One is en 
antique $500 each. Phone 635- 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 




New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
carpet, rec area, sauna and pool 
table, with security an. 
terpohone and elevator. Ab. 
solutely no pets. 
(otf) 
I .,s,o.cou , I 
2485. 1c-8,91 lattice No. 2 - ,~4)3 Scott. One,I 
For Sale: Lamb $1.00 lb. but- Jtwo and three b~room part- I
chered weight. For information Iments. Laundry -t, Storogel 
call 635.5961 evenings. (p-8,9) Jarea. Near scltools andl 
' Idowntown. Cleali% quiet 
SWAN VENTURES LTD.offers Ispaclous, security Iock~-u.o and 
fabulous savings for Christmasl |patrol. 
Mlnln.Vac.Strudy one hanc I 
operation for car or clothes only l 635-5224 
$4.75. Automatic phone idex- I 
push buffon style,only S3.75. I(ctf) 
Genuine cultured pearl 
earrings, t iffany setting. 2 bedroom suite. Available 
Plerecad style, 14 K. Gold Post, C~ctober 1, 1977. Centrally 
only $14.50. Send cheque or located. Phone 635-9471 (,:If) 
money order plus B.C. soles tax 
to:SwN Ventures Ltd., Box 3 bedroom row housing suites. 
33777, Stetlon 'D', VAN- Full basement, 1V= bat~s, V~ 
COUVER, B.C. V6J 4L6. blockfrom schools. 3 mln. walk 
from town. Suitable for 
For Sale: families. $250 per month. 6 
3.15" Ford P.U. Tires and Rims months lease. Apply suite 118, 
S/5.00. Phone 63S.7251 ask for 3S20 Kalum. (cff) 
Bob. (c.7,e,9) 
I HILLSIDE LODGE J 
37. Pets J 4450 Little Avenue I 
- - ~  - ISlooplng rooms, housekeeping| 
lunlts, centrally located. Fully I
For Sale: Ifurnlshed. Reasonable rates by I 
Welsh Pony 7-8 years old, with Iday or week. Non,drinkers I 
or without saddle and bridle p ly .  Phone ~S.~il .  (ctf) | 
good chllds horse. 635-6637 after 
5:00 p.m. or weekends. )p. 
,.0.,.,o.,,, i eli.ton Manor I 
39. Boats & Engines iFurnlshedorunfurnlshed studio| 
Ior 1 bedroom apartments. I 
For Sale: - ISecurlty enterphone. Sauna.| 
1973 24' Fiberform cabin ,,| ..... 635-4261 .......... ; ..... l
.... crulser.~ C.B; depth "SOunder, I ""636.1032 . * "J 
compass, 2 heaters llfe jackets, 
Stove steeps slx all white wlth Bachler apartment down town ; 
red Interlor. Ado included 1976 no pets peferrable a day time 
Tandum Treller can be viewed worker. Parhsley furnished. 
In Terrace.Call collect 633.2421 Phone 635.372~ after 6 
Nass Camp any time (C- (P-7,0,9,10,) 
7,6,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,) 
43. Rooms for  Rent 
Room for rent for single gen- 
tlmen in the I--rich area. With 
kitchen and living rood 
fadlltles. Phone 635.3971 CTF 
47. Homes for Rent 
For Rent: • 
Large 3 bedroom duplex In 
Woodlands Height. S250.0C 
mooth. Phone 635.7251 till 4:30, 
635.2627 after 6:00 p.m. ask for 
Bob. (C.7,6,9( 
3 Bedroom house on Lazelle. 
References required. Phone 
63S.2898. (C.7,9,) 
4~, 'Hpmes for'Sale' 
FOR SALE 
3 bedroom home with com- 
pleted basement, suite carpeted 
throughout, Shaw fireplace 
plus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halllwell or phone 635.3944 after 
5 p.m..for details. Priced at 
$51,500. (ctf) 
For Sale: 1 bedroom house at 
4645 Kelth Avenue. Price $2,000. 
Must be moved before. 
snowfall. Phone 635.6334 days 
or 635.6974 nights. (c.19.9) 
47. Homes fo r  Sale 
t 
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular 
home. Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900. Phone 635.3469 or 679. 
~61 (c.sept..Oct) 
Four bedroom hods, ,vith up 
finished basement on 5 acres of 
land. Across from N.W.C.C. 
also work shop 60' x 40' wide end 
20' high. On 12.S acres, V~ mile 
from city Limits. For more 
Information phone Houston 845. 
2928 or write to Box 580. (p-Oct 
14) 
i 
House for Sale: 
S5. Property  for  Sale 
For Sale: 
80 acres exclusive rural 
property. 50 acres cleared and 
producing •legume hay. 
Remainder In timberland 
areas. Access by public 
road,year round creek; power 
and telephone available. 2,100 
FT. contour gives breathtaking 
view of all mountain rangers. 
Located midway between 
Houston and Smlthers. Ex- 
cellent for self-sustaining hobbl 
or riding ranch. $59,000 firm. 
.Box 445 Telkwa, B.C. V0J 2XO 
56. Business Opportun i ty  
3 bedroom house with wall to . . . . . . .  
wall carpet-full basement gas Priced for Quick Salel 
heat close to schools and town; TEXAOA Island Automotive 
Drive by 4921 Park of phone for Service business and proorty 
635-7302 or 635-7594 (p• "..16. $75,0001 Princeton area; 150 
17.19.21.1.3-5-7-9.11) acres, two cabins, land level 
with creek,S74,9000. A.Wlebe 
879.0893. 
"LOOK" 
As low as $200.00 you can buy a 14' wide 
mobile home - furnished - set up and delivered. 
HURRY! 
Phone Mr. George. collect 434-9175 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST LEASE TO OWN 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent.~o- 
own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why tls up 
your cash Or borrowing power. 1st and last months rent and 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
'78 F-250 j '70 Van r "78 
I Econollne i ,/, ton . 
$149 per mo. J S134 per mo. J $1:6 p'r  me. 
'78 Cougar J - '78 Camaro 1 '76 Zephyr 
I I All New $137 per rag. $139 per rag. " S106 per mo 
. CALLLARRY HAYES-R ICHARDS COLLECT ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : 911T'7111 . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VAN COUV E R, B.C.D.00479A 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
2§ ~ x 36 ~ 
12 sSeeh on~. 3 ,75  
THE DALLY HERALD 




An old saying has it that ladies who propose to ge: lemen 
during a leap year and are not accepted may instead ~sk for 
a silk dress• 
"WANTED" 
AMBITIOUS BOYS OR GIRL  
to do carrier roMes in 
TBORNHILL 
Good experience and earnin| 







Do you require extra 
storage space space? 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATE[ f 
"K Heated premises 
Regularly patrolled 
"K Centrally located 
Reasonable rates 
OALL 635-6357 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
ask for BILL 
i 
glBII 








s 49.95 '59 .95  * 69'95 
4 cyhnder 6 cyl,n(Je, 8 cThndof 
Inckxles coml~erized scope c~eck 
k d Reptace SparkP luos  
IgnLhorl points ,~'...r. 
Condenser,  Rotor 
wLth new Motofcrafl parts ~. 
k j Check Dtslrlbutor cap, coohng 
spark ptug w,res, cod. PCV L~.~-z~_~=~-~.  • ~.  , ,  
air filter and gasoline falter 
Inc ludeshght l rucksand lmpods  /. * 11~ ~ . . r l~  ' #.v- - -  
Speclalprlceoncerswdholeclton,clgnd~0n . ,~  ~.~w : "~ ~" P i 2 i 
and Econohnes 
Par tsand labour ,nc luded  ~ ~'  b~ i 
An t 4 0~,t,onal panL Gt ~erv,¢e w,lt be Qvo~,~ etore 
wop/,s sta~ld 
 ARANTEED : SEE OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
I 90 DAYS OR THEY'LL KEEP YOU GOING 
MILES , 
. ,~we•~r  ......... . TERRACE TOTEM FORD SALES LTD, 
PAGE O, THE HERALD, Thursday, Oclol)er t3, ly17 
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Farmers make history. 
DAWSON CREEK, B.C. (C~'~--~tgnt zarmnan0s ]n 
northeast British Columbia will make history this year 
when they ratify the first farmworkers' union contract ever 
negotiated in Canada. 
The eight, who work on a 38,-000 acre cattle farm, 41 kilo- 
metres north of here, joined the Oil, Chemical and Atomic 
Workers Union and applied for certification 18 months ago. 
Joe Breti, a union member negotiating the deal for the 
farmhands, aid Tuesday the farmhands are looking for a 
regular schedule, worked out on a day-to-day basis. 
The contract means farmhands will work longer hours in 
spring and during harvesting, but shorter hours in the 
winter and the hot mid-summer. 
"We recognize farmworkers are a different case," he 
said. 
"In a normal abor contract, negotiations are based on 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m., five-day working week. For a farmworker 
this isn't practical, although wehave gone for a deal.based 
on a set of figures worked out with an average 40-hour week. 
The owner of the farm, Kenneth Morrison of Nebraska, 
said: "We are plowing new gronnd--it hasn't been easy. 
"Bu5 the un..!on is being realistic and I'm hopeful that 
agreement wm De reacned Dezore Christmas. 
Lowest in 30 years 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The Canadian dollar continued its 
decline in value on New York money markets Wednesday, 
clusing at 91.26 U.S. cents. 
At one point during trading, the dollar dipped to 91.16 U.S. 
cents, its lowest point since the 90.9 recorded 27 years ago. 
The dollar was pegged at 90.9 in September, 1950, after 
the pound sterling was devalued by 30 per cent and several 
other currencies re-ad.iusted their rates. 
Teen charged 
GLEN BURNIE, Md. (Reuter) - -A  16-year-old boy was 
charged Wednesday with the murders of three young girls 
stabbed in a woodedarea near their homes Sunday. 
Police identified the boy as Stuart Kreiner, son of the for- 
mer head of Maryland Classified Employees Association, a 
union of state workers. 
The boy lived a few blocks from the homes of the vic- 
.tiros-- Ann Marie Brzeskiewizc, 8; and sisters Deborah 
Ann, 10, and Theresa Hogan, 8. 
Authorities aid two of the girls had been stabbed at least 
40 times and the other eight. The girls' bodies were found 
Monday lying in a stream. 
Daughter commits uicide 
HAVANA (CP)  - -  Beatriz Allende, daughter of the late 
Chilean President Salvador Allende, committed suicide at 
her home here Tuesday, the Cuban foreign ministry an- 
nounced Wednesday. 
The announcement said she shot herself because of her 
depressed state and "the tragedy of her people," adding 
that she was "a new victim of fascism." 
Miss Allende, reported to be in her 30s, often made public 
speeches inHavana, spoke at rallies, and on television and 
was generally active in public affairs concerning Chile 
since the military junta overthrew her father's govern- 
ment. 
Alaska spill stopped 
ANCHORAGE (AP) -- Repair of the leaky check valve 
that caused an oil spill on the IransAlaskapipeline 30 miles 
north of Fairbanks has been completed, Alyeska Pipeline 
Service Co. reported Wednesday. 
Alyeska spokesman Sam Akin said correction of the 
problem involved tightening a ring of bolts on the valve, 
adding "we didn't replace anything." 
A spe .i~ tl torque wrench was taken to the site for the oper- 
ation a; lhe builders of the 800-mile pipeline rushed to 
repair the problem Tuesday. 
Cleanup at the site probably will continue at least hrough 
Wednesday, Akin said, "depending on how much trouble 
they have picking that stuff up." 
There was no estimate available on the amount of oil 
spilled. It soaked own through a gravel pad beneath the $8 
billion pipeline and surfaced 30 or 40 feet away before it was 
detected, Akin said. 
Oil found north of Japan 
TOKYO (AP) -- A JapaneseSoviet oil company an- 
nounced today it has struck oil off the northern tip of the 
Soviet island of Sakhalin and the find "has a strong 
possibility of becoming the largest oil deposit n Asia." 
Sadao Kobayashi,president of Sakhahn 0ii Development 
Cooperation Co., saidit has struck four promising oil strata 
on the continental shelf off the northern Sakhalin port of 
Okha. 
The cost of commercial production, now estima'ted at 
nearly $1 billion, is to be shared equally by Japan and the 
Soviet Union. 
The Canadian Home 
Insulation Program 
may pay you up fo$350, 
If you can answer "Yes" to these questions: 
~ Yes, this is a residential building of three storeys or less constructed 
before 1941 in British Columbia. ~ Yes, I plan to insulate the attic, walls and floors over unheated 
space with CMHC accepted ~ m a t e r i a l s .  Yes, this unit is used as a 
principal residence. ~...:.:~::-~- .... 
• ~ ~t~..~....~-.,~i~i~i~i~,,..,,,~ 
Phone now 
and we'll send you 
complete 
info " rmat,on 





I~ i l  Government Gouvememant 
of Canada du Canada 
Canadian Home Programme d'isoletlon thermlque 
Insulation Program dee rbsldences canadiennes 
Honourable Andr60uellet L'honm'able Andrb Ouellet 
Minister Mlnlstre 
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CLASS OF '63 
Woman discovers the love she's 
been seeking since graduation 
ten years before at a college 
reunion. Stars James 6rolln, 
Joan Hackett 
VIVA MAX 
Modern day Mexican general 
and his men fake their way 
across the Alamo. Stars Peter 
Ustinov, Jonathan Winters, 
Joahn Astin, Pamela Tiffin. 
HAMLET 
This brilliant adaptation of 
Shakespeare's masterpiece has 
Laurence OIIvler capturing the 
definitive characterization of 
the melancholy Prince of 
Denmark. 
WOMANTIME 
In the past, great women 
authors were practically non- 
existent, being berred from this 
traditionally 'male field'. How 
has the women's movement 
opened up writ ing for the 
women author? 
MOVIE 
• "SKY HEIST" 
Helicopters from the L.A. 
Country Sheriff's Aero Bureau 
spread a dragnet over the 
country to trap a master 
criminal who has engineered a 
daring theft of El0 million In 
gold. 
CHIPS 
"A Moving Violation". Rosey 
Grler guest-stars as a motorles 
who, infuriated by some minor 
mishaps Involvinghls little car, 
pulls the vehlchle to the side of 
the freeway and proceeds to 
demolish It. 
MAN FROM ATLANTIS 
'The Mudw'orm'. The evil 
scientist, Mr. Schubert, loses 
control of a sophisticated un- 
derwater device he created and 
the mechanism threatens to 
eradicate all sea life. 
ROSETTI AND RYAN 
A team of lawyers; Joseph 
Rosettl, br i l l iant  egotistical, 
upoer-middle clasee, and Frank 
Ryan, a former cop who studied 
law in night school, take on 
difficult and sometimes biz- 
zarre cases In this comedy- 
mystery series. 
CROCKETT'S GARDEN 
Jim demonstrates dividing 
rhubarb plants,caring for 
amaryllis and garden frost 
prevention measures. 
MR. DESSUP 
'Bobby and Freddy'. Mr. 
Oressup makes Aunt Bird a 
special "see through" I~lrd 
picture while Casey plays with 
his imaginary friend Bobby. 
QUEEN'S ARRIVAL 
Peter Kent wi l l  host the 
coverage of Her Majesty THE 
QUEEN'S Jubilee Year State 
Visit arrival, accompanied by 
HRH Prince Phllllp, aboard a 
Canadian Armed Forces a ir .  
craft af Ottawa'a Uplands 
Airport. 
WORLD SERIES BASEBALL 
Third game of the World Series." 
Times and teams to be con. 
firmed, 
MOVIE.MATINEE 
'calumbo: The Most Crucial 
Game". Lt. Columbe meets the 
Los Angeles Lakers baseball 
team during hls Investigation of 
the slaying of the owner of a 
professlonal football team by Its 
manager. 
the late show 1 ?11 
"Attack on Terror: The F.B.I. 
Versus the Ku KIux Klan". A 
factual dramatization of an 
acutal F.B.I. case. Details the 
story of three young civil rights 
workers murdered In' 
Mississippi and the subsequent 
Investigation by the F.B.I. 
Stars Andrew Duggan, Rip 




IM4EEI. OF ~miVNE 
KNOCKOUT 
TO SAY THE LEAST 
THE ~ONG SHON 
Hou.y~oo SWAGES 
OAYS OF OUR LIVES 
THE DOCTORS | 
ANOTHER ~1(  I.D 
THE 3 O'CI.OO( MOVIE 
"Sky Hml" 
THE NEWt.YWED GAME 
NEWS 
SEATTLE TONIGHT 
MATCH GAME PM 
CHIPS 
MAN FROM ATLANTIS 






BOI MOJMN SHOW 
i ONE&M OF JEANNIE 
HOLLY~0OO g~JARES 
RYAWS 



















ART OF COGKING 
J~r~E OAViSlDON SHOW 
JEAN ~NNIFM SHOW 
DEFINITION 
EXPI.OIIiNG OUR NMION 
.~_..K 1OGETHER 
"uL['q'lli ¢ CIMPANY 
SPlNNIHO STOIIIIS 
MEASURE UP 
AS YA l l  IT 
KAREIm~ YOOA 
r11,1 YOUR MOVll 
NOON NEWS HOUR 
MOVIE: M iS IleOR Ml~l~¢ 
THE WDRD SHOP 
TI~O amTS WORTH 





ALAN IMIML SHOW 
SANFORD AND SCN 
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 
SP.AS/IME STREEt 
4:30 THE aoNO SHOW 
Fums'roNES 5:00 E~NImCY MISTen ROMR 
N~w T~.EB MROGE 5: 30 BLC-C~IC COe~U~Y 
NeWS 6:00 mr~ zoom 
EIGHT IS ENOUGH 
THE CAROL BURNETT 













THE LATE SHOW 






QNCE UPON A CLASSI£ 





moN rAVEl'( SHOW 
W0MANllME 
HAWAII FIVE.O " 
LATE MOVIE 











A production of the University 
of Washington School of 
Communications. 
FORSYTE SAGA 
'Strike'. It's 1926 and the 
general strike has crippled 
England. Coincidence brings 
Fleur and Jon together while 




~M4EEI. OF FC~TdNE 
KNOCKOUT 
TO SAY THE LEAST 
THE GONG SHOW 
HOU.YWOOD SQUARES 
DAY OF OUR LIVES 
THE OOCTORS 
VTR '77 
This six.part series Is com. 
prised of original experimental 
works in television from 
resident artist of the WNET TV 
Lab, premiering with the 
selected works of William' 
Wegman. 
~S = ~a.ocK ~OV, E 
"High Crim~' 
THE ROCKFORD FILES 
'The Second Chance'. When 
Jim helps his friend protect his 
girlfriend from his brutal ex. 
husband, they find themselves 








BOB U SHOW 
I DRF.N~ OF JEANNIE ' 
ANOTHER IMORLD HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
RYAN~S HOPE 
r . / . ,~.  OF NIOHI" 
CELEBRITY COOKS. 
THE YOUNG CHEFS 
FRIDAY AFW,,~ 









CH[CO AND THE MAN 





"High Crime" CHICO AND THE MAN 
Cautious chief of Genovese 'The Third Letter'. Ed decides 
detectives and his reckless to adopt Raul but, possibly 
commissioner attempt to because of his general grum. 
identify manipulators of Italy's piness, he ahs diffulty in eb. 
f.rowlng drug traffic. Stars raining the three favorabale 
James Whltemore, Frankco character references that are 
Nero. .~ necessary. 
NIGHMARE THEATRE I 
"Tale of Terror". 
(already in progress) Three 
talesofterror: "Morella'" "The 
Black Cat" and "The Case of 
M.Valdemar". Stars Vincent 














7:30 IIOLIL~r-~ SQUARES a;'~m,uWEEK 
Houu 8:00 
MARY TYLER MOORE 
SAN ~uRO SU~ 
QUINCY 






l l :00  
11:30 , 
12:00 
NATURE OF THINQ4 




'A Question of Time'. Quincy's 
Investigation into the 
mysterious death of patron at o 
health spa pits him against a 
schlock lawyer and a phony 
doctor who are anxious to 
prevent adverse publicity. 
. 
ART OF COOKING 
JOYCE DAVIOSON SltOW 
JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
DEFINITION 
KAREENS YOGA 
"IT'S YOUR MOVE 




ALAN HAMEL SHOW 
SANFORD AND SON 






OONNY AND M/~IE 
THE ROCKFORD FILES 
SF.RPICO 
CW NmWS 
NEM HOUR FINN. 
~ ~m SHINY 
"/lillckls TelNr: the RILl. 





1Y/O CENTS ~I~RTH 
ART CART 




V, EASURE UP 
BREAD AND BUT- 
MAKING MUSIC 




I~Ll: -L'TRI¢ COMPANY 
ZOOM 




W-aL I STRBEI" .."~,--~. 
MASTERPIECE THEAIRB 
mmwm-, - .  
NIGtfTN~_P~ THEATRE I 





.. ~[~0RONTO (CP) -- Movie stances. This affects movies 
producer Julian Melzack for which producers intend. 
said Wednesday he has to.apply fo# a ~x wri  .t~/f.ot 
scrap _ped a l~-mlllion movie 100 her  cent mr their m- 
sche~ruled, to begin vestdrs and. to movies_in 
W]d~i- tlie Canadian 
production ext month be- Development Corp. or other 
cause of rulings by the govern, ment agencies nave 
Association of Canadian mvesmo. 
,Television and Radio Artists 
(ACTRA). CANCELS MOVIE 
"l've cancelled Restless, 
which was to have started . Melsack, head of CInsslc 
Films, said in a telephone shooting in Montreal on 
interview from his Montreal Nov. 1, because I'm fed up," 
Melzack said. . office that he also has 
moved production of a 
million movie to the United 
States from Canada and 
scheduled his next feature in 
France, all to remove 
himself from ACTRA's 
jurisdiction. 
He said his moves mean a 
loss o~ 450 jobs for ACTI~ 
members. 
The association, based 
here, recently said it will no 
longer approve work per- 
mits for more than two non- 
Canadian actors a movie, 
except in rare circum- 
He said the movie, a 
thriller c~produced with a 
French company, would 
have provided work for 50 
ACTRA actors and would 
have starred three non- 
Canadians. 
Melzack said-he will film 
The Limey, an adventure 
movie, in the U.S. instead of 
in Canada s scheduled next 
At~i,, ! . 
There go jobs for 400 AC- 
TRA actors, because I'm not 
go ing  to ask ACTRA whom I
can hire," 
¢ROKETT'S GARDEN 
Jom demonstrates dividing 
rhubarb plants, caring for 
amaryllis and garden frost 
protection measures. 
CONS. SURVIVAL KIT 
Covers the kinds of equipment 
you'll need to get the picture 
you want with the least expense 
and different film processing. 
once upon a classic 
'The Lagefld'of Robin Hood'. 
Part 2.Robin single-handedly 
flgMs off robbers who attack 
Lady Marion's entourage. 
NOVA 
"Bye Bye Blackbird" 
Parly humorous,parity tragic 
story of man against mulfitldes 
of this pest bird. 
CFL THIS WEEK 
host Ernle Afagenls shows 
highlights of past week's play In 
Eastern and Western Con. 
ferences of the CFL. 
WORLD SERIES BASEBALL 
Fourth game of the World 
Series. Times and teams to be 
confirmed. 
CFL FOOTBALL 
The Ottawa Rough Riders are 
on home ground at Land.wee 
Park to face the Hamilton Tiger 
Cats. 
nhl hockey 
Seas,eel debut.The New York 
Rangers play the Canadian at 
the Forum In Montreal. 
SAT, NIGHT AT MOVIES 
"Something BIg"-A rag-tag 
bend of desperadoes wheel and 
deal In gold, lewels ,a gaffing 
gun,wives and flonces in this 
western comedy set in Mexico 
In the 1070's. Stars Dean 
Martin, Ben Johnson. 
SATURDAYNIGHT 
'A Matter of WHO''. Terry 
Tomas • man from Who (world 
Health Organization) sets out to  
solve a small pox case w.hen a 
Texas ollamn comes down with 
the dread disease but Instead 
ends up In the middle of en 
International oll fraud scheme. 
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, . ~  ~ in the entertainment section 
| ii ~ are two Terrace phone n,mbers. 
~&.Find them. and if one is yours you've won 
"Pick up your  t i ckets  at the Herald office, 
I:~..~ 3212 Kalum St. 
. - ; / , / - . _ . :  : . - - -  
Ib IIm Fares Ilas~ k IM Wldd r
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
EVELYN ANWEILER 
LIS.SS71 .Ix'- 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. 





WENDY CL IBBETT  ,~ ,  / 'v , , ~ ,  , tree uauea I 
october 19-22 I 
Jabberwocky 
, I  
MUSIC SATURDAY MOVIE'NO.3 
Murry Sldlin explains that the 
part of music most easily 'Anna Karenlna'. Tolstoy's 
recognlzableto us, that which ~ classic filmed In England,of • 
ourselves, often happens before married women's blinding 
we actually'h'ear' If. passion for an army officer wh 
SATURDAY MOVIE NO.1 
"The  Si lencers- Amer ican  
espionage agent, Marl  Helm, 
who Is semiretired, is per. 
suaded to return to ICE to 
prevent • defecting U.S. 
eclontlst from passing a com- 
puter tape comtalnlng top 
m~-rets to • Chinese master. 
mind. Stars Dean Martin. 
finally Spurn s her. Stars Vlvlm 
Lelgh. 
sat. 'night movie 
"Fort Apache". Indian kcvlsh 
In the Southwest. A colonel who 
causes the massacre of his 
military oup~t by the Apaches 
clue to his own stubbornness. 
Stars John Waynes, Henry 
Fond,, Shirley Temple. 
,MATINEE 
October I5 Kathy-O 






NEW ARCHlaS AN[. 
I N i  11SE nm~ylB 
2 ' 3&6 4 9 
muu~ms ~ PO~OaN 9:00 mosumuAcu~mc 
IAl l JR~Y | I  NO. 1 
"Thl Stllmm" 
. . .  . . . . . . . .  . , . 
HOT U 
IAllMIOAY | I  NO, ! 
"#am I(armm', 
' ~UIAT N~MII. O/tMM 
THIS IS THE NFL 
ANIWd. WORLO 
WILDKINGnI~ 
"1~11001~ I . 
IM I  BIONIC WOMAN 
SAT. NIOHT AT MOVIES 
" ' ~  IW' 
'11dl NATIONAL, 















































MDI  W0RLD QF SPORTS 
CR. FQO11N.L 
| 
JCKY, CLUB CUP STI(S 
MD!  WORLD OF SPORTS 
~ALL STNI WRMSlUNO. 
INTERNATIONN. 
DISCOVER 
RED FINER SHOW 
MCOOWAN AND CO~ 
f NH tCNR 
TI4I IMg  FAMILY 
THa BIONIC ~MAN 
i 
ACND. P l i ~  
,THAI'$ HOLLYWOOD 
ltQUP HARRIS SHOW 
'cW u 
NH H~R MK~I. 












EVENING AT SYtAq4ONY 
FRENCH CHIEF 
ONaE UPON A CLASSIC 
NOVA' 
NO HOmu~il.Y 
SATURDAY NIGHT ON f 
I 
I 
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For his e; 
will be awar, 
savings ben, 
a goldplat 
leash and a 
dog food 
Wednesday. 
'Mr. and Mr 





for the car 
award is gi~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,,, - 
dog showing extreme 
loyalty and courage to its 
owner in an incident 
"leading to the safety of life 
or property:" . . 
Mrs. Kezth saia sne was 
home alone one night last 
January when Meatball 
chased a prowler from the 
property into a waiting ca~ 
and was dragged along the 
pavement for about SO feet 
until the man kicked him 
out. 
The man was not appre- 
hendad. 
BIRMINGHAM, England 
(Reuter) -- A Sikh who 
killed his 17-year-old 
daughter because she 
rejected an arranged 
marriage was jailed for life 
for murder by a court here 
Tuesday. 
The prosecution said 
Jaginder Sin~h Gi l l ,  48, 
strangled hm daughter 
Charrangjit while she was 
sleeping with a younger 
sister and dumped her Iz~dy 
in a river. 
He had denied murdering 
her. His defence sought a 
verdict of manslaughter. 
The prosecution said Gill 
and his wife, who live in the 
nsarbytownof - . 
Wolverhampton, came to 
England from India about 10 
years ago. The dangbter had 
recently switched her af- 
fections from a Sikh to a 
West Indian. 
The judge, Sir Ralph 
Ctmack, said: "It must be 
understood by members of 
every community that 
however disobedient heir 
daughters are, however 
much they break away from 
the standards of their own 
particular faith, their lives 
m'e sacred . "  
F IVE  STAR MOVIE  
"The Seventh Dawn". An 
American owner of a huge 
plantation in Malaya, goes Into 
Ihe iungle to meet the leader of 
s Communist group raiding the 
• lantations. Stars William 
qolden. 
visions 
'Alambrlsta'. The drama 
follows the odyssey of a young 
Mexclan illegal allen from the 
beck streets of Tlinana through 
the California arglcultural belt. 
THE BIG EVENT 
"79 Park Avenue". Part one of 
a three.pert six.hour television 
adaptation of Harold Robblns' 
best selling novel. Forceably 
subjected 1o ghe brutal et. 
tentlons of her no.good step 
father. Maria defends herself 
with a knife and Is sent at 
reform school. Stars Lesley 
Ann Warren, John Saxon, Polly 




upholstery with Steamcx, -.:::: en P . . . .  
o O~ltYoursdfandSave! u nn rn . ; . ;  uo= 
n Steamex Carpet Cleaner Rental machine, with six ~ - ,qu l l~saUl~UqP (:~i~ 
nn powerjets.getsthedirtothersdon't.  llN  inl n '  lnunm l 
I I I  And now we've added a new upholstery attechment ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~ 0 
U i and its own specially-formulated solution...so you can {/D ~') ( .~ l l~ l l l~ .~r l r i l  a ~ ~q~.;,~t~ ~¢~) 
l l i  clean your carpets and upholstery the easy, money- ~ ~ ~ . ' ~ ' . : , ~  I1  
i I saving Steamex way: ~ '~: "~" ~': "  U 
-0 0- - 0 0- -0 0, 
WORL SERIES BASEBALL 
Fifth game If necessary. Times 
and teams to be confirmed. 
CONF. ON CANADA 
A half-hour special presentation 
highlighting the three-~lay 
canference at the University of 
Toronto, during which the 
country's top adedemlcs will 
discuss the future of, Con- 
federation,along with a number 
of top provincial pollticiens. 
NEWSSPECIAL 
Live coverage of the State 
Dinner at Rldeau Hall, the 
official residence of the 
Governor.Generel and Madame 
Lager who are the offlclel hosts. • 
CFLFOOTBALL 
Edmonton Eskimos face the 
Saskatchewan Roughriders in 
Rnglna. 
CTV REPORTS 
Tonight a special 90.mlnufe 
edition beginning with an ad. 
dress by Queen EIIzebeth live 
from Rldeau Hall, at. 
tawa,where she Is expected to 
touch upon the Issue of 
Canadian unity. 
IMAGES OF AGE 
"What. are old people for". 1is 
the theme of this eight part 
anthology, series which 
examines "attitudes toward the 
aging process and the aged 
themselves with senior citizens 
imparting their failings to this 
question on this first program. 
SEABROOK 
Focuses on the nuclear, power 
plant at Seabrook, New 
Hampshire as as vehicle to 
explain how much power do we 
need and how are we gelng to 
get It. 
NBCFOOTBALL 
Baltimore Colts vs. Kanada' 
City Chiefs. 
NBC PRO FOOTBALL 
Denver broncos vs. Oaklands 
Raiders. 
GREAT PERFORMACES 
Richard Strauss' powerful 
dramatic opera features 
soprano teresa Stratss in the 
title role, AMrld Varney as 
Herodlas, Hans betrer as Herod 
and Barnd Welkl es Joh the 
Baptist. Karl Buhm leads the 
Vienna Philharmonic Or- 
chestra. 
DISSONANCE LIKE A MAN 
Theodor Tlmreck's fender and 
realistic fi lm biography of 
Charles Ires, the maverick 
American composer who 
rebelled against musical 
reglmentatlen. 
WORLD OF SURVIVAL 
John Forsylhe hosts this 
film demonstrating the high 
intelligence of the dolphin, the 
communication skills of the 
whale and the cleverness ef the 
otter. 
WORLD OF DISNEY 
'Charley and the. Angel'. 
Comedy about an angel who Is 
assigned to deliver for final 
Judgement he soul of a living 
man whe has not used his time 
on earth wisely. Stars Fred 
MacMurray, Clorls Leachmen. 
late show 1 
"Ten Little Indians". Ten 
strangely essorted people find 
themselves house guests of a 
mysterious mountain castle 
reached only by private cable 
car. Stars Hugh O'Brlan, 
Fabian. 
2 
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Orient Express people oriented 
By SARAN 8ANDHU 
LONDON (Reuter) -- 
Train enthusiasts, rich 
eccentrics and spy-thriller 
addicts will be among 150 
people recreating an Agatha 
Christie-style murder on the 
Orient Express t~ year. 
For about $1,330 they will 
have the chance to dress up 
in the costume of the 19206, 
live in grand style and solve 
a murder mystery on a 10- 
day return trip from Paris 
to lstanbul. 
The idea of chartering a 
train from the French 
railroad company, to run 
over the original #3,200- 
Idlometre (2,000.mile) route 
of the legendary Orient 
Express is the brainchild of 
a British hotel agent, 
Kenneth Faulkner. 
"Everyone thought I was 
mad when I first broached 
An unusual train ride 
the idea/' be said. But we and lavishly equipped Jacques and entrecoto a la 
managed to getbacking for lounge cars with two bars Sto.Helene. 
the 0ject. each should bring back DETAILS SECRET • 
"ll~s ~ the perfect stimulant some of the missing lamor. The murder plot, a closely 
fo~ a jaded palate, The l2-car train,/ncluding guarded secret, incluoos a 
something for the man or seven sleepers and two racing driver a doctor, an 
woman who has been restaurant cars supplied by archeologist and a movie 
everywhere and done ev- the original. Wagon-lits star. The author, Colin 
erythiug," be said. company in Belgium, will Lawrence, will only disclo~. 
The now-defunct rain pull out of Paris Dec. 30. that it is set in-the 1920s and 
much money to . piece 
together the clues to a fake 
murder? 
"Well, beside?, dnin~ 
somethin~ speetal ana 
travelling m the style of the 
most tail/edabout train ever 
to run through Europe, the 
winner gets back the full 
fare of his extraordinary 
trip," Faulkner said. once carried sultans, lords, As the train rumbles that the murder takes place 
maharajahs and grand through Venice, Belgrade before reaching lstanbul. On its last trip on May 22 
dukes across Europe in  andSofia, the travellers will Only-a small part of the this year, the Orient Ex- 
unrivalled luxury, spend their time playing journey will use sooty but press carried 300 en- 
CUISINE SUPERB detective Hereule Poirot -- romantic steam thuslests. It arrivedmore 
The opulence of the Agatha Christie's famous locomotives. Most of the than five hours late and 
velvet l ined,  leather  sleuth--to a team of 12 dista~nce will be covered by there was no food.available 
panelled coaches evoked actors staging a mock diesel or electric traction on the train from France to 
intrigue, romance and murder, moving at a suitably sedate the Turkish frontier. Most 
mystery for millions. Uninterested parties will pace through France, passengers carried •tl~eix 
Tho liveried attendants, be able to while away the Swi tzer land ,  I ta ly ,  own sandwiches and water 
crystal chandeliers and hours wining and dining on Yugoslavia nd Bulgaria to along with their sleeping 
wall-to-wall carpetins foureour~e meal8 of exotic '~key.  ba~s_ 
throughout will be absent seafoods, veal in Prince But why whonid men and '~he organizers think they 
from the commemorative Orloff sauce, duckling a women wearing old- will be deluged with 
trip, but a top French chef l'orange, coquille St. fashioned clothes pay so demands for tickets. 
  1"11 IDlt/lill?El  CHANGE I I l I I I I ¥ I IM, ~I SCHNI12EL OF HOUR~ U q,,1-- - - ,  ~ .  A~I .............. House 
~ " ~ 4 ~  " i  BREAKFAST-TUES.- FRI.-7AM-'10AM 
, , , , , .  o,. ~/( /  ~ SAT. & SUN.- BR'EAKFAST, ;'UNCH , - 
C~ ~ i i ~ NSa .~ .mp.  
-- I I 1~ I ~  I i ~ ~1~ (INTERNATIONAL) CLOSED MONDAY (CUISINE) 
I I I l I I ! I U KALU..O'rEL 
y J [  J [  Jl.Jl_ Jl. , !~ l l i l i i i / / i i l~Y .  16 W. ' : T~.rrace - I 
624.2621 or 624-3359 
• WE MAKE 
LOT OF THINGS BE~'TER 
Bruce & Debble 
~ Owners' 
• 4343 LAKELSE AVENUE 
636-7100 
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°'~"'o"~v"~," ,,,,..w.,t•st DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE. 
"PROBABI'Y THE BEST ~ HECTOR 
. I ~ '~ I Lordd(~l on south alde of I ,=~- ,  CA'U" . .'.=* , ,  RAa 
I " I RevelatokeonHIghwsyl. I nnvn- ;w~. .  ~ rm - I I  r#~l . 
I L_ ,  . . . .  / '1  IndoorCqurtyard,Pool-and I 
' ~ '  I ~~~'°"~"  I KIh:lmnMtn !~ ~ C.AR-BRO/LEO STEAKS ! ~; r .~  ' ~ 1  Pkoae  6 .38-8141 
41"  Lakdse Ave; Terrace l'im': 
FE TU. . 
Char-Broiled Steak $,2,99 
IncIuding:BAK~DPOTATO I'-- FAIk  
CHOICE OF SALADS and BU 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
King-SizeSt(~akOinner , $4.99 I R I ;   lll;IF 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $4.99 I FRIDAYNIGHT "ql ' ,W/  
I SHOPPERS ~ " "  '~  
i 
RESTAURANT Steak & Shrimp Combo $ 4.39 I ' Porkchop &Mushroom Sam:l 
1 
with Baked P~lltO 
i and Grmm SIMd .~ <~|~I~E, & CANADIAN FOOD 
Jumbo Shrimp Dinner 2.99 I 
I _ _  • l~f lq l ] r  . lOam to tam Monday.Saturday 
I .~ ,~. l l~[  J[dl ~t~eq;S.9111 . amto 10 pm Sundw Chopped Beef Dinner $1,S9 I ~ 1 1 ~  , ~i.l .~,~w- ~L ~,4  ~.~' 
The MZkeb=ger $ "1.39 In  lhq. I '  W. PHONE 6 35-6111 
""="'"'='" °"'"'" """°"'"°"=" 1 ~ Terrace, II,0. 4642 Laze!le West, of cFTK 
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SUPER SPECIAL 
In their first Superspeclal of the 
season, the Irish Rovers trace 
the diverse origins of Irish 
music from the 'auid sod' 
acres to North America, and 
its influence on the theatre and 
nightclub scene In Canada and 
the U.S. Guest stars Include the 
Chleftans singing group, 
balladeers Denis Day and John 
Gray, and Shay Duffle with his 
on~ma~ tour de force pleylng 
Brendan bohen stage. 
disappearing land 
A special report on land.use in 
Canada as it affects prime 
ngirucltural land, focusing on 
such areas as the Fraser Valley 
and the frulfland of the Niagara 
Peninsula. 
MOVIE MATINEE 
"The Monk". Mafia lawyer 
hires man to safe guard a 
valuable envelope, but the 
envelope is stolen and the 
lawyer Is ki l led and he's 
det~mlnled to find who Is 
responsible. Stars george 
Maharls, J 
Stars George Maheris, Janet 
Lelgh. 
THE ~ WALTONS 
"The Seashore". As WW 11 
rapidly looms and the British 
are seemingly the only 
defenders of the free world in 
Europe, Jason meets a 
mysterious British girl when 
the family spends a Week at the 
beach. 
: 
• outlaw. Stars James Stewart, 
THE AMER. HOUSE 
Deals with the house in terms of 
space, form, light, colour, 
mater ia ls  and sit ing 
man lpu le tod  to create an 
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THE LATE SHOW I 
"The Naked Spur". Bounty 
hunter becomes involved wi th  
dishonorably discharged ex- AGE OF UNCERTAINTY 
army off icer and elder ly An exploca.~;on of the ~,-'-'eakup of 
prospector while capturing an theoldl~lit lcelorderdur~ngthe 
WWl, Introductln the A0e  of 
Janet Lelgh, Robert Ryan Uncertainty and the first ex. 
parlance of a soclstlst alter. 
native In savlet Ruesla. 
ONEDIN LINE 
'Other Points of thaCamFass'. 
After a perilous fe tu~ voyage, 
James O~edln finds more 
problems ashore. 
CANDIDATES DEBATE 
Live entaralnn~mt talk show 
starring Ross McGowan. 
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JEAN CANNEM SHOW. 
OEIqNrnON 
KNtmm~ YO~ 
IT~ YOUR MOVE 
N0~klSWS m 
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~mOTHER WORLD 
ALAN K~EL mOW 
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IqRST FILMS ON SCIENCE 
mJl¢lm¢ 1=svlPNtY 
~ - d  
S1OEIES Q~ AMIRICA 
AS VRE ~.m IT 
IB.lCnU¢ ¢~PANy 
NrrJI3UHE UP 
'lWO CENTS WORTH 
M IS FOR MIJSl¢ 
~ OUT 
WASHIku~ud Vnum 
MAI  N ITR IL4 ,MI  NO THE:  
w'~'.~_.-- c: "~':-_~. CHILD 
~tSAMB STRIEr 
J~ I~ IP . *K  I I t~/UGN 
ELECTRIC C.~viPANY 
N 
BIG H.UE I~U.I~U 
lOBBY VlNTON SHOW MA~A~A~A 
THE &;,,~--,,;CAH OUSE HEADLINE HUh~d~i 
IHE W~.T'~ NOVA 
AGE OF ti~=Ai-AINTY 
QNEDIN UNE 




In lB  [" 
NO It0h~.a |Ly 
LAT! MOVIE 
nova 
'Incident at Brown's Ferry'" 
The skeptlslsm over the nuclear 
power issue still persists across 
the nation. Nova asks what is 
the public to conclude when the 
experts are In such violent 
disagreement? 
SPECIAL .t), " 
Idghllghts of the Opening of 
Parliament 
RICHARD PRYOR SHOW 
Richard Pyror Is thehoot of this 
comedy.variety hour featuring 
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STARS ON ICE 




111 LATIE SHOW 
MOVIE 
'Squeeze a Flower'. When a 
greedy  business partner.  
threatens the livelihood of his 
little Italian monastery, genlte. 
brother George fleas to 
Australia with secret formual 
for their  special l iquor. 
world series baseball 
Possible seventh and final 
World Series Baseball game. 




TRULY .~..~.; ~.AN 
~,,~.;..C~- _.:.;.; ~...u.J.¥a mb 
E I l~ i~ ~- ,~, "Y  
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MUSIC I"_~_ _ 
M IS PaR MUSIC 
MUSIC PLACE 
WU. AROUT YOU 
m~._.~ -..~rnc:s 
• THE ~7.n~, SHOP 
. . ram 
THE BLACK EN~AIENCE 
A 
MR, R{~'.2S' NEIGH- 
LqJT~ m~, ~JGAFANY 
BIG BI;UE MARBLE 
NINEIS JOURNAL. 
i 
UVE ~Z.'~..MNC. ENtral 
THE -'C.-: CA~-, m SHOW 
KOJAK 
LATE MOVIE 
LITTLE HOUSE ON PRAIRIE 
'The Wolves'. While Charles 
and CAroline Ingalls are away, 
their deugthers and young Andy 
Gervey are terrorized by a 
hunger.crazed pock of vicious 
dogs. 
MaN. NIGHT AT MOVIES 
"'79 Park Avenue". Part two. 
Maria (Lesley Ann Warner), a 
prostitue adopts a professional 
name of Marianne Morgan, and 
weds R~s savltch, a childhood 
friend who previoulsy retuesed 
to marry her because of her 
lowly family. Raymond Burr, 
Polly Bergen, John Saxon, and 
David Dukes co.star. 
LATE MOVIE 
"Weekend Nun". True account 
of a nunmkknv leeds an outside 
life as a parole officer, finding 
herself torn between the 
urgencies of the world around 
her and the reiglous vows she 
has taken. 
SEASAME STREET 
Buffy St, Mar ie returnee 
returns to Seseame Street'and 
everyone's happy except Big 
Bird who lust can:t-seem 1ohelp 
anyone get ready for her visit. 
MOVIE MATINEE 
"Crowhaven Farm"-Young 
woman Inherits a New England 
form and Is plunged Into a 
nightmare of witchcraft and 
suspense. Stars Hope Lange, 
Paul Burke. 
MAN FROM ATLANTIS 
'The Imp'.Pat Morlta guest 
sterE as a sea creature whose 
Idea of fun and gamesw reek 
havoc on Earth. 
THE LATE SHOW I 
"The Darwin Adventure".True 
stray of Brit ish natural ist  
Charles Darwin, teen between 
his evolutionary Ideas and his 
love for the church. 
ablg blue marbel 
Watch a polo lesson in Argen. 
tlna, work on a ollrlg at sea in 
Louisiana and sea a tradlonal 
Dahomey native dance with 
today's young guests. 
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lY like 
.to help ¥o=.Kid= 
but*... 
I 
When you're only six years old and it's your first Hallowe'en for 
UNICEF, those "buts" can really hurt. Like "1 meant to get 
some change but. . ."  Or "Sure I care about kids but.. ." 
Those little spooks and goblins know that 
collected in their orange and black boxes 
often means the difference between life 
and death to a small, friendless human 
somewhere in this world. 
So at Hallowe'en, when the young voices 
call "Trick or Treat for UNICEF", 
please don't give them any "buts." 
Help them to show their concern for 
the world's destitute children by 
putting a few coins in the UNICEF 
box. That kind of Caring is desperately 
needed in our world today. 
125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vators, Coffee Shop, Dining Room, Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 





vie St. Vancouver, B.C. 
Englbh Bay at Stanley Park Bus Stop 
at Our Door and Take You Anywhere In 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
Ticket winner 
tries tax loops 
MOVIE NINE'S JOUNRAL 
"NtcCloud": "Encounter with 'Last Farmer In the Markot"- 
Arles'.A kidnapper plants a Filmed on location in bustling 
time bomb with a wealthy Pike P lace  Market,  this 
astrolger's wife and demandes documentary paints a grim 
ransom. Guest stars, pictore for the small farmer 
Sasbast lan  Cabot ,Peter  whose Ilvehnod is suffering 
ee  
Your heart works 
harder when 
you're not in the 
game. Get fit - -  
and turn the 
clock back. 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Tony 
Carrato of Buffalo, N.Y., 
who, along with his mother- 
in-law Anna Pecoraro, 62, 
holds a $1-milUon Ucket 
from Sunday's Loto Canada 
draw is consulting lawyers 
and accountants on how as a 
United States citizen, he can 
get his money without 
"taxes. 
~.S .  Internal Revenue 
Service spokesman in 
Buffalo saidthe winners will 
have to pay full taxes on the 
money .~t  as if they had 
earned it. 
The tax could be ,as much 
as a third of the $1 million, 
he said, depending on 
deductions. 
Lottor~r winnings are not 
taxable m Canada. 
Carrato, 43, works i'n the 
mail room at a Buffalo 
printing firm. 
"Thef.re up in Toronto 
now, PiCK'mg up me money 
and checking out-the tax 
hass les ,  'r Car ra to '  
daughter Debbie, 21, said in 
an interview Tuesday. 
"Maybe we'll all be 
moving north of the bor- 
der." 
Briefly 
• SALT LAKE CITY, Utah 
(AP) --After her pet bird 
died last spring, an ~5-year- 
old woman sprinkled the 
leftover bird seed in her 
garden. 
She said later she thougl~t 
the green sprouts mlglit 
bear tomatoes. But they 
didn't. 
The woman, whose name 
was not released by police, 
said the sprouts grew with 
funny-shaped leaves-- 
definitely not tomatoes. 
So she called police. 
Police verified theplants 
were marijuana and con- 
flseated the stalks. Police 
said they were trying to find 
the source d the seed. 
Chris Lindley, vice- Haskell, Susan Strasberg. from scarcity-of land and poor 
president of Lote Canada for - crop prices. 
central Canada, said THE LATE SHOW ! MAER,  SHORT STORIES  
Carrato came into tbe office 'The Heartbreak Kid'-Newly 'The Blue Hotel'-Stephen 
Tuesday but did not sur- wed husband, whose wife got 
Crane*s tale is set in a dismal .reader his Ucket. sunhurned on first day on 
Linmey said a lawyer told honeymoon, meets another g i r l  Nebraska frontier town in the 
1880's where a stanger arrives 
him a U.S. citizen who tries divorcee his wife and follows the expedin9 to find the Wild West 
to change his citizenship to new girl. Stars Charles Gredin 
avoid taxation would be and Cybil Shepherd... JAI)]qc..: ritebUt he comes deranged thromJh insecur i t les  d mistrust. 
breaking the law and the A PORTRAIT OF JAMIE 
U,S. government would Concentrates on Jamle WyeM ARVILLA 
prosecute.. . as a person with hls own life Arvlll Is a 63- 
sytle and artistic style, year-old woman farmer with a 
meager 22 milk cow farm 
IP/in9 to stay afloat in this 
~ l~ l~) l i~ l l~ i~1~i~. i~  datorminatlon.sensitive p(Irtratlt of human 
2 3&6 .. 4 
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"Heaven with a Gun". 
Gunslinger turned preacher In a 
small reformed western town 
sets up a church and becomes 
embroiled in th feud over water 
.rights between cattle and sheep 
ranchers. Stars Glenn Ford, 




SELF I I~w' -ED 
BREAD AND BUT,'IrERFIdES 
COYER TO COVER 
AS WE SEE IT 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
SPINNING STQRIES 
CQVER TO COVER 
M IS FOR MUSIC 
STORIES OF AMERICA 
MAKING MUSIC 





BIG BLUE MARBLE 
THE MACNBII.. LJF.HRER 
' REPORT 
THE AMERICAN SHORT 
ORIAT 
A Pb~TRNT OF JANUE 
ARVILI.A 
THE DiCK r.A~..,~ "~-.---.'~.." 
aOt,~Ef THROU~ ,a.~JN 
HAWAII FIVE~ " 
'lATE NOVlE 
' "G"I,~ i~,~;'~ NO #~'  - -  
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No doubt Oswald did, says wife 
NEW YORK (Reuter) - -  
Mar ina  Oswald Porter said 
here Wednsday her late 
husband, Lee Harvey 
• O~wald, was guilty and 
acted alone in the assassi- 
nation of President John F. 
Kennedy on Nov. 22, 1963. 
"I have never doubted Johnson MeMillan who 
that Lee was guilty," she worked for 13 years through 
said during a promotional interviews and research to 
appearance for the for- reconstruct the lives of the 
l~ming  book Marina and Oswalds and the events 
surrounding the assassi- 
The book is a biographical nation. 
account by Prisci l la "I never thought he would 
Physic ians angered at law ' 
Committees tall requests 
EDMONTON (CP) -  .T.he' associations recognize that necessarily mean abortion 
Alberta Medical Associauon therapeut ic  abor t io  on demand. Instead it would 
strongly recommended committees are " just  ~ mean "moving the 
Wednesday abolition at bureaucratic step whie! procedure farther ~erward. 
therapeut ic  abor t ioy  delays prompt attention to . .to reduce complications." 
commit . ~s asa step towaru, those women for whom As an alternauve to cam- 
more emcient processing m • • • . . . . . . .  therapeutic abortion ss the msttees, they suggested aoortlon appucauons• • • ,, . . . .  , ~ , ,  o~, , , , , ,  , , ,~ot,~ treatment of ehmce. Law momtonng of a ph~mcmn s 
• ~ re,~rt of a federal stud,, requn'es establishment of porformance by his pee 
un" ~"  operation of ~ such committees in which wouldn't ."open the 
,,,~,.,~,,,, ow ,vho ,.o,~,., hospitals where abortions floodgates by.any means for 
r°~.a " '~  in"Janu'a "~ saiVd "it are performed, abort|on on demana.- 
. . . .  • "~' • "The profession has been din m ~ansdian people, thew . . _ t . : . , _  - .~- . , . . .~  s^.  ~- . . , , ,  As  well as recommen g 
• • tuuuu~y m~ut ; t~ ~v~ , .~uq$ • t i c  heal~ mstitut|ons and the _.~ . . . . .  ,~;~.. ,^,., t ^  ,~,~. the a.bolntion of ~erapeu 
past chairman of the POSSIBLE DELAYS " more quickly. 
association's committee on 
maternal welfare, said the 
association believes thi 
oblem is with the law. 
hnston said the report was 
far too critical of the 
medical profession. 
Both the Alberta and 
Canadian medical 
Delays might result from 
time requirt~d by abortion 
committees toreview cases 
and lack of a hospital bed. 
Both Johnston and Dr. 
David Irving, president of 
the Alberta Medical 
Association, said abolition 
of the committees would not 
However, "we do not 
support the view that 
abortion clinics are an 
.mswer to the problem," 
Johnston said. 
"Out-patient facilities in 
hospitals are a far better 
alternaUve." 
Influences jurors 
Appeals courtroom TV 
MIAMI (AP) -- The in- that they were "improperly argument and convicted Za- 
fluence of television isgoing motivated by the television mora of murdering 62-year- 
on trial again and the coverage to return a suf- old Elinor Haggart. 
question is whether jurors ficiently spectacular an( In the Eastern case, pilot 
were affected when they newsworthy verdict in the Dan Gellert won $350,000 in 
saw themselves on a TV hope and expectation that compensatory, and $1.25 
news show• they would receive further million in putative damages 
Lawyers for Eastern television coverage ..." after persuading the jury 
Airlines have filed a motion Florida is conducting a that Eastern grounded him 
because he testified about 
in circuit court seeking a oneyear  exper iment  safety problems with the L- 
new trial or reversal of a allowing television and still 1011 aircraft. That type of 
$1.6-miliion award won by cameras in the courtrooms, plane crashed in the 
lawyer Ellis Rubin for a Rubin recently attracted Everglades in December, 
pilot who claimed Eastern attention when he offered 1972,killing 101 persons. 
ruined his career. " te lev is ion- induced i 
The motion claims jurors sanity" as the defence for 
were so thrilled with being 15.-year.-old Runny .Zamor.a. 
on a television ews show Tne jury rejecte d me 
Mother pays 
child support 
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) -- 
A divorced father has won 
custody of his two children 
and child support payments 
of $150 a mouth from his 
former wife. 
"This is the first time I've 
heard of a mother paying 
child support," sa idNel l  
Jennette, deputy clerk of 
Wake domestic ourt. 
The child support 
arrangement was made in 
an agreed judgment 'bet: 
wsen Terry Hirneisen ann 
his former wife, Ruth Ann. 
The couple separated in 
May, 1976, and were 
divorced last August. 
Hirneisen kept their two 
children--Randy, II, and 
Penni, 7. He sued for legal 
custody of the children and 
support paymen.ts. 
"I'm very. pleased," he 
said after the agreement 
was reached following 
several hours of testimony 
Tuesday. "This is what I 
wanted--custody of the 
children and financial 
assistance. 
"The children have a good 
home. I think we p.roved 
that. With Ruth con~'ibuting 
some money, I'll be able to 
afford more of the things 
they need and meet ex- 
penses." 
Hirneisen said he was 
having trouble meeting 
expenses on his $13,00~ 
annual salary. Because his 
wife earns about the same 
amount of money, he said 
she should contribute on a 
regular bsa.ls. 
try and assassinate the While in Dallas in early 
president," said Mrs. 1963,Oswald hadshot at and 
Porter, now remarried, at a barely missed Gen. Edwin 
news conference at Harpers Walker, a spokesman for the 
and Row Publishers. "But right-wing John Birch 
after the Walker accident, I Sc~iety. t'reeinent Kennedy 
realized it was a dangerous was assassinateu seven 
game he was playing." months later . . . . .  
"When I first heard the. 
. newsthai the nr:sl, l ~ w s  t ~ id~-n~ d 
~ w.  • [ beenshot, I didn t know who 
[ h~O/TCFTf ] ]~ [ had done it. But t was 
I .~, , . . , , ,v~v,s,v I heartbroken like everyone 
n ~, , , .~ . , ,~ , ,~. . .~  ' else," said the 36-year-old 
! t J / ,~ l~(~/ ,~L/  emigre from the Soviet 
. t ,  Union, who speaks English. 
DETROIT (CP) -- "Then when Ifound ouftbat 
Toronto broadcaster-author it was my husband 
Larry Henderson, editor of everything collapsed for 
the Catholic Register and a me. Ihavealways hated and 
former CBC newscaster, disliked what he did." 
will be guest speaker RELIEVING GUILT 
Sunday at the opening of the Mrs. Porter,_ appearing 
six-part Christian Cultu~ with .Mrs.. Mc~illan., ex- 
series in the Foru plained her participation i
Auditorium. the book as a means for 
Henderson will be a relieving guilt. The mother 
substitute for Archbishop of three said that she feels 
Fulton Sheen, 62, who is an obligation toward the 
recovering from heart American people to shed 
surgery, some light on the matter by 
sharing her views of 
BARRIE, Ont. (CP) -- Oswald. 
Frank Peters, president of _ Today, Mrs Porter lives 
Wilfrid Laurie~ University on a 17-acre farm in Texas 
of Waterloo, Ont., told the with Kenneth Porter, whom 
city's first prayer breakfast she married in 1965. They 
that religious faith meets 
the test of North America's 
moat important contribution live together with the three 
to philosophical thought-- children. 
"if it'sgood, ithas to work.', 
Science shows only tha t
people do not always reap 
what they sow and that the 
Mounties don't always ~et 
their man, .  but faith 
provides an interpretation 
of facts, he said. 
"God doesn't square His 
books every 24 hours, but 
that doesn't mean he's 
abandoned the balance 
sheet." 
OSHAWA, Ont. (CP) -- St. 
Hedwig's Polish Roman 
Catholic parish, established 
in 1952 by Polish im- 
migrants, survivors of 
~amps and vetetPans ° ~.f 
nattlefields in Africa ann 
Europe, celebrates its silver 
jubilee Sunday. 
Since the parish was 
established, it has provided 
inspiration of: spiritual and 
cultural heritage for almost 
all Polish people in Durham 
area. 
were divorced nine years 
later but have continued to 
Mrs. McMillan said her 
book began as a biography. 
I was not trymg to prove 
or disprove any theory 
about the assassination of
President Kennedy," she 
said. 
While working on the 
project, Mrs. McMilian sa..id 
she-had access to muse at me 
men and women who knew 
Oswald following his return 
from the Soviet Union in 
June, 1962, to Oswald's own 
.writings. and . .o~er 
aocumenm conr~inea m me 
26 volumes of evidence 
published by the Warren 
Commission, and to un- 
published material gathered 
by the eommisslon and 
declassified up to June, 1977. 
"I believe after working 
on this book that Lee Harvey 
Oswald killed President 
Kennedy. And, knowing 
Oswald as I feel I know him 
now, I feel certain he could 
have accomplished it only 
one way--alone," she said. 
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SATURDAY 
OCTOBER 16, 1977 
MOST OF THE MOVEABLE EQUIPMENT AND 
FURNISHINGS LEFT IN THE OLD HOSPITAL. 
200 items are involved 
inoluding a 30-kilowatt diesel-elootrio generator 
BIDDING STARTS AT 12,40 noon 
OLD HOSPITAL BLDG, ~s-S,~ AUOTIONEER - D KERR'S AUOTION 
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